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ABSTRACT
We study the z = 0 gas kinematics, morphology and angular momentum content of isolated
galaxies in a suite of cosmological zoom-in simulations from the FIRE project spanning
Mstar = 106–11 M. Gas becomes increasingly rotationally supported with increasing galaxy
mass. In the lowest mass galaxies (Mstar < 108 M), gas fails to form a morphological disc and
is primarily dispersion and pressure supported. At intermediate masses (Mstar = 108–10 M),
galaxies display a wide range of gas kinematics and morphologies, from thin, rotating discs
to irregular spheroids with negligible net rotation. All the high-mass (Mstar = 1010–11 M)
galaxies form rotationally supported gas discs. Many of the haloes whose galaxies fail to
form discs harbour high angular momentum gas in their circumgalactic medium. The ratio
of the specific angular momentum of gas in the central galaxy to that of the dark matter
halo increases significantly with galaxy mass, from 〈jgas〉/〈jDM〉 ∼ 0.1 at Mstar = 106–7 M
to 〈jgas〉/〈jDM〉 ∼ 2 at Mstar = 1010–11 M. The reduced rotational support in the lowest mass
galaxies owes to (a) stellar feedback and the UV background suppressing the accretion of
high angular momentum gas at late times, and (b) stellar feedback driving large non-circular
gas motions. We broadly reproduce the observed scaling relations between galaxy mass, gas
rotation velocity, size and angular momentum, but may somewhat underpredict the incidence
of disky, high angular momentum galaxies at the lowest observed masses (Mstar = (106–
2 × 107) M). Stars form preferentially from low angular momentum gas near the galactic
centre and are less rotationally supported than gas. The common assumption that stars follow
the same rotation curve as gas thus substantially overestimates the simulated galaxies’ stellar
angular momentum, particularly at low masses.
Key words: galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: irregular – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Star-forming low-mass (Mstar  109.5 M) galaxies in the local
Universe exhibit a rich diversity of morphology and kinematic
structure. Even in isolated environments, many low-mass galax-
E-mail: kelbadry@berkeley.edu
†Caltech-Carnegie Fellow.
ies have irregular gas distributions and disordered velocity fields
showing significant non-circular motions (Begum et al. 2008;
Walter et al. 2008; Hunter et al. 2012; Ott et al. 2012; Roychowd-
hury et al. 2013). While late-type galaxies at higher masses fall
on a relatively tight scaling relation between rotation velocity and
mass, many low-mass galaxies scatter off the relation to lower ro-
tation velocities (Cortese et al. 2014). Low-mass galaxies are also
less likely to form discs than more massive galaxies in compara-
ble environments (Simons et al. 2015). The observed decrease in
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rotational support at low masses remains imperfectly understood
theoretically, but it may be related to low-mass galaxies’ suscepti-
bility to disruption by feedback processes.
Angular momentum has long been recognized as a fundamental
quantity in galaxy formation and evolution (Fall & Efstathiou 1980;
Fall 1983). Simple semi-analytic models (e.g. Dalcanton, Spergel &
Summers 1997; Mo, Mao & White 1998; Hernandez & Cervantes-
Sodi 2006; Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Fall & Romanowsky 2013)
show that many observed galaxy scaling relations arise naturally
in the cold dark matter (CDM) framework if angular momentum
is approximately conserved during galaxy formation and galaxies
inherit the specific angular momentum of their dark matter haloes.
Hydrodynamic simulations of galaxy formation in large volumes
(Genel et al. 2015; Teklu et al. 2015; Zavala et al. 2016; Grand
et al. 2017; Lagos et al. 2017b; Penoyre et al. 2017; Rodriguez-
Gomez et al. 2017; Zjupa & Springel 2017) have also converged on
a paradigm in which the structural parameters of galaxies, such as
size, colour and morphology, follow, to zeroth order, from the mass
and angular momentum of their host haloes.
Observational studies (e.g. Emsellem et al. 2007; Romanowsky
& Fall 2012; Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014; Cortese et al. 2016)
have detected the rough scaling relations between galaxy mass, an-
gular momentum and morphology predicted for hierarchical galaxy
formation in the CDM paradigm, though uncertainties remain in
the precise form of these relations, particularly at lower masses
(Butler, Obreschkow & Oh 2017; Chowdhury & Chengalur 2017).
Additional works have clarified how galaxies’ angular momentum
evolution is affected by environment and merger history (e.g. Naab
et al. 2014; Lagos et al. 2017a; Penoyre et al. 2017; Rodriguez-
Gomez et al. 2017; Sokołowska et al. 2017), and by the ge-
ometry of gas accretion from large-scale structure (White 1984;
Keresˇ et al. 2005; Sales et al. 2012; Stewart et al. 2013; Danovich
et al. 2015).
However, uncertainty persists in the effects of internal feed-
back processes on galaxies’ angular momentum content and mor-
phology, especially in low-mass galaxies. A host of theoreti-
cal works (e.g. Sommer-Larsen, Gelato & Vedel 1999; Binney,
Gerhard & Silk 2001; Thacker & Couchman 2001; Governato
et al. 2007, 2010; Dutton 2009; Agertz, Teyssier & Moore 2011;
Brook et al. 2011, 2012; Guedes et al. 2011; ¨Ubler et al. 2014;
Genel et al. 2015; Agertz & Kravtsov 2016; DeFelippis et al. 2017;
Sokołowska et al. 2017) have shown that feedback-driven outflows
can preferentially remove low angular momentum gas from galax-
ies, particularly at high redshift. This mechanism can suppress bulge
formation and increase the average specific angular momentum
of galaxies’ retained baryons, allowing for the formation of cen-
trifugally supported discs with high specific angular momentum.
Efficient feedback has been heralded as the key to forming bulge-
less disc galaxies similar to those observed in the local Universe
(e.g. Kormendy et al. 2010; Kormendy 2016), as early simulations
with weak feedback (e.g. Katz & Gunn 1991; Navarro & Stein-
metz 1997; Steinmetz & Navarro 1999; Kaufmann et al. 2007a;
Stinson et al. 2010) produced galaxies with too little angular mo-
mentum that were too small and bulge-dominated.
On the other hand, if feedback persists at late times, it can
drive turbulence and large-scale outflows, preventing gas from set-
tling into a rotationally supported disc (Stinson et al. 2006; Kauf-
mann, Wheeler & Bullock 2007b; Gonza´lez-Samaniego et al. 2014;
Rosˇkar et al. 2014; Muratov et al. 2015; Agertz & Kravtsov 2016;
Dutton et al. 2016; El-Badry et al. 2016; Read et al. 2016; Di Cintio
et al. 2017; Hayward & Hopkins 2017; Verbeke et al. 2017; Wheeler
et al. 2017). This is especially true for low-mass galaxies, which are
most susceptible to feedback effects. Because low-mass galaxies
are typically not well resolved in large-volume simulations, com-
paratively few theoretical studies of galaxy angular momentum to
date have focused on low-mass galaxies.
In this paper, we study the angular momentum, gas morphology
and kinematics of a suite of cosmological zoom-in simulations from
the Feedback in Realistic Environments (FIRE) project1 spanning
five decades in stellar mass (Mstar = 106–11 M). We show that, due
to a combination of low angular momentum and stellar feedback,
most low-mass galaxies in our simulations do not form gas or stellar
discs but instead remain dispersion supported at late times. In addi-
tion, the conventional wisdom that feedback preferentially removes
low angular momentum material, leading galaxies to have higher
specific angular momentum than their host haloes, does not hold at
low masses: the majority of our low-mass haloes have depleted an-
gular momentum in their baryonic components (particularly within
the central galaxy) compared to the dark matter.
We organize this paper as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
FIRE simulations and summarize the properties of our sample. We
then quantify rotational support in our galaxies by studying their gas
kinematics (Section 3) and shape (Section 4). In Sections 5 and 6,
we investigate the angular momentum and mass profiles of gas in
galaxies’ diffuse haloes. We compare our simulations’ predictions
to observed galaxy scaling relations in Section 7. We discuss our
results in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.
2 SI M U L AT I O N S
We study baryonic cosmological zoom-in simulations from the
FIRE project (Hopkins et al. 2014). All the haloes studied in
this work were simulated with the GIZMO2 hydrodynamics code
(Hopkins 2015) in the Lagrangian meshless finite mass (MFM)
mode, using the FIRE-2 model for galaxy formation and feedback
(Hopkins et al. 2017). We briefly summarize the simulations here,
directing the reader to Hopkins et al. (2017) for extensive descrip-
tion of the FIRE physics models, numerical methods and resolution
tests. FIRE-2 implements the same primary star formation and stel-
lar feedback physics models as the original FIRE simulations, but
with MFM hydrodynamics and several other numerical improve-
ments.
GIZMO uses an improved version of the TreePM gravity solver
from GADGET (Springel 2005). Force softening for baryons fol-
lows the adaptive algorithm from Price & Monaghan (2007). Ra-
diative cooling is implemented using rates from CLOUDY (Ferland
et al. 2013) across 10–1010 K; these include ionized, atomic and
molecular cooling as well as metal-line cooling for 11 elements.
GIZMO incorporates ionization and heating from the spatially uni-
form, redshift-dependent UV background computed in Faucher-
Gigue`re et al. (2009).
The FIRE feedback model incorporates the effects of stel-
lar winds, radiation pressure from massive stars, local photoion-
ization and photoelectric heating, and core-collapse and Type
Ia supernovae, as described in Hopkins et al. (2014) and Hop-
kins et al. (2017). Energy, momentum, mass and metal returns
are calculated particle-by-particle from stellar evolution models
at each time-step, as computed by STARBURST99 (v7.0; Leitherer
et al. 1999, 2010, 2014) for a Kroupa (2001) IMF. Star formation
1 See the FIRE project website: http://fire.northwestern.edu.
2 A public version of this code is available at http://www.tapir.
caltech.edu/∼phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html.
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Table 1. Summary of the simulations at z = 0.
Name
log (Mstar)
(M)
log(M200m)
(M)
log(MH I)
(M) RH I (kpc) fH I
mb
(M)
mDM
(M)
Kinematic gas
disc fraction
Morphological
gas disc? Reference
m10e 6.3 10.1 7.4 1.6 0.93 500 2500 0.29 No A
m10q 6.3 9.9 6.6 0.7 0.69 260 1300 0.21 No B
m10g 6.7 9.9 6.9 0.8 0.61 500 2500 0.28 No A
m10h 6.8 10.2 7.2 1.0 0.70 500 2500 0.34 No A
m10j 6.9 10.1 6.7 0.6 0.40 500 2500 0.14 No A
m10k 7.0 10.1 7.1 1.0 0.54 500 2500 0.38 No A
m10y 7.0 10.2 7.1 0.9 0.57 260 1250 0.41 No B
m10f 7.0 10.2 7.5 1.6 0.75 500 2500 0.45 No A
m10l 7.1 10.1 6.9 0.9 0.43 500 2500 0.31 No A
m10m 7.1 10.1 7.3 1.1 0.57 500 2500 0.62 No A
m10z 7.6 10.6 8.0 2.9 0.74 260 1250 0.57 Marginal B
m11b 8.0 10.7 9.0 10.1 0.90 2100 10 000 0.95 Yes B
m11a 8.1 10.7 8.1 3.8 0.54 2100 10 000 0.11 No B
m11q 8.6 11.2 8.1 3.1 0.26 880 4400 0.43 No B
m11c 9.0 11.2 8.7 4.2 0.37 2100 10 375 0.46 No B
m11i 9.0 10.9 8.9 6.8 0.48 7070 35 200 0.67 Marginal D
m11e 9.1 11.2 9.0 9.5 0.43 7070 35 200 0.55 Marginal D
m11h 9.6 11.3 9.4 11.5 0.39 7070 35 200 0.92 Yes D
m11d 9.6 11.5 9.4 18.3 0.35 7070 35 200 0.72 Marginal D
m11f 10.4 11.7 9.8 15.1 0.22 12 000 83 000 0.99 Yes B
m11g 10.7 11.8 9.7 12.1 0.10 12 000 83 000 0.99 Yes E
m12i 10.8 12.1 10.1 25.7 0.17 7070 35 200 1.00 Yes C
m12f 10.9 12.2 10.3 31.8 0.18 7070 35 200 1.00 Yes B
m12m 11.1 12.2 9.9 18.0 0.06 7070 35 200 0.98 Yes B
Notes.Mstar is the stellar mass within 3 × R1/2, where R1/2 is the 3D stellar half-mass radius. M200m is the total mass within R200m, where R200m is the radius
within which the matter density is 200 × the mean matter density. MH I is the mass of neutral hydrogen within 0.1R200m. RH I is the radius of the largest annulus
inside which the H I surface density H I exceeds 1 M pc−2 (Section 7.2). fH I = MH I/(MH I + Mstar) is the neutral gas fraction. mb and mDM are the average
baryon and dark matter particle masses. The ‘kinematic gas disc fraction’ is the fraction of H I gas in rotationally supported orbits, which we define as  > 0.5
(see Section 3.2). We also provide a (strictly qualitative) summary of whether or not each galaxy has a gas disc based on visual morphology; mock H I moment
maps for all our galaxies can be found in the Appendix. References: A – Fitts et al. (2017); B – Hopkins et al. (2017); C – Wetzel et al. (2016); D – this work;
E – Chan et al., in preparation.
occurs only in gas that is dense (nH > 1000 cm−3), self-gravitating
(following Hopkins, Narayanan & Murray 2013), self-shielding and
molecular (following Krumholz & Gnedin 2011) and Jeans unsta-
ble, and proceeds with an instantaneous efficiency of 100 per cent
per local free-fall time. We use the zoom-in technique (Porter 1985;
On˜orbe et al. 2014) to re-simulate individual haloes taken from a
large-volume, low-resolution dark matter only simulation at high
resolution in a cosmological context. Initial conditions are gener-
ated at z ≈ 100 with MUSIC (Hahn & Abel 2011).
Galaxies simulated with the FIRE model have been shown to
reproduce a wide range of observables, including the Mstar–Mhalo
relation (Hopkins et al. 2014), the Mstar–metallicity relation (Ma
et al. 2016), realistic outflows and CGM enrichment (Muratov
et al. 2015, 2017; Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017), the dense H I content
of high-redshift galaxy haloes (Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2015, 2016),
cored density profiles in low-mass galaxies (Chan et al. 2015;
On˜orbe et al. 2015), dispersion-supported stellar kinematics
(El-Badry et al. 2017; Wheeler et al. 2017), the Mstar–size rela-
tion (El-Badry et al. 2016; Fitts et al. 2017), the Kennicutt–Schmidt
law (Orr et al. 2017), thin and thick discs in MW-mass galaxies (Ma
et al. 2017), and realistic populations of satellite dwarf galaxies
around MW-mass hosts (Wetzel et al. 2016).
At the resolution of the simulations used in this work, most of the
galaxy-wide properties that we explore here are insensitive to reso-
lution and subgrid numerical parameters (see Hopkins et al. 2017,
for extensive tests). Of particular relevance to this work, GIZMO’s
MFM mode conserves angular momentum well, integrating the evo-
lution of gaseous discs for hundreds of orbits with subpercent level
losses (Hopkins 2015). This is critical for studies of angular mo-
mentum and rotational support in galaxies, as previous works have
found significant spurious angular momentum loss due to numerical
effects, particularly at low resolution (Governato et al. 2004; Kauf-
mann et al. 2007a). MFM resolves a number of numerical issues
that have been shown to cause spurious angular momentum loss in
galaxy formation simulations (Zhu & Li 2016; Hopkins et al. 2017),
including the unphysical cooling of cold low angular momentum
‘blobs’ from the hot halo into galaxies and numerical torques
red between galaxies and their haloes (e.g. Okamoto et al. 2003;
Agertz et al. 2007; Keresˇ et al. 2012; Torrey et al. 2012; Few
et al. 2016).
Table 1 summarizes our sample of simulated haloes. We study 24
galaxies with stellar masses 106 M  Mstar ≤ 1011 M and halo
masses 1010 M  M200m ≤ 1012 M. All the haloes we study
in this work were selected to be isolated at z = 0, meaning that
they have no more massive neighbours within at least 3R200m.
Most of the simulations in our sample have already been pre-
sented in previous works. Simulations of four intermediate-mass
haloes (m11i, m11d, m11e and m11h) are presented here for
the first time. All the galaxies in our sample, including those pre-
sented here for the first time, were run with the identical simu-
lation code and physics, as described in Hopkins et al. (2017).
Besides our stellar mass range and the requirement that haloes be
isolated at z = 0, we have not imposed any selection criteria on
galaxy or halo properties; our sample spans a representative range
of galaxy morphologies and halo spin, concentration and formation
time.
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Figure 1. H I column density (top), line-of-sight velocity (middle) and velocity dispersion (bottom) for four galaxies spanning the range of masses and
morphologies in our sample at z = 0. Each galaxy is viewed ‘edge-on’; i.e. along a line of sight perpendicular to its net H I angular momentum vector. We
only show pixels with column densities NH I > 5 × 1019 cm−2, comparable to the sensitivity of resolved studies of nearby galaxies. Horizontal line represents
a length of 5 kpc in all panels. Galaxies become increasingly rotationally supported with increasing mass; of these galaxies, only m12i (a ∼MW-mass galaxy)
has a clear morphological disc. Many low- and intermediate-mass galaxies in our sample (like m11c) fail to form morphological discs despite exhibiting clear
signs of rotation in their velocity fields.
We identify galaxy centres using an iterative ‘shrinking-spheres’
method (Power et al. 2003; Fitts et al. 2017), wherein we recursively
compute the centre of mass of dark matter particles in a spherical
region, reducing the sphere’s radius by 50 per cent and re-centring
on the new barycenter at each iteration. We have confirmed that,
for all the galaxy properties studied in this work, centring on star
particles as opposed to dark matter yields identical results.
Throughout this work, we focus our kinematic analysis primarily
on neutral atomic hydrogen (H I). We identify H I gas using the
neutral hydrogen abundance tracked by GIZMO. Following Orr et al.
(2017), we exclude gas with T < 300 K and nH > 10 cm−3, as such
gas is likely to be molecular. This is always a small fraction of the
galaxies’ neutral gas mass, and we have verified that rejecting or
including it when calculating H I properties has a negligible effect
on our results.
In the next sections, we investigate the kinematics and morpholo-
gies of our full sample of galaxies in detail. We summarize whether
galaxies are kinematically and morphologically disky in columns 8
and 9 of Table 1. Galaxies that are rotationally supported have high
kinematic disc fractions (Section 3.2). Galaxies whose H I zeroth-
moment (column density) maps show clear rotational flattening are
designated as having a morphological disc. We also indicate which
systems are marginally flattened (typically very ‘puffy’ discs).
3 G A S K I N E M AT I C S
Fig. 1 shows mock H I moment maps of four galaxies spanning the
range of masses and morphologies found in our suite, with Mstar
increasing from left to right. Similar maps for all the galaxies in our
sample are presented in the Appendix. We generate mock data cubes
with a fixed spatial resolution of 100 pc and a limiting sensitivity
of NH I = 5 × 1019 cm−2, similar to resolved H I surveys of nearby
galaxies conducted with the VLA (e.g. Walter et al. 2008; Hunter
et al. 2012; Ott et al. 2012). The galaxies are viewed ‘edge-on’ in
order to highlight their maximal velocity gradients; i.e. we orient
our coordinate system so that the zˆ axis is parallel to the net angular
momentum vector of H I. For the mean velocity (first moment)
maps, we chose the colour stretch to range over ±vhalo, where vhalo
is the maximum circular velocity of the host halo in the radial range
where gas kinematics are measured.
The two lowest mass galaxies in Fig. 1 do not exhibit significant
global velocity gradients and show little evidence of net rotation.
Indeed, the typical velocity dispersion3 in each pixel is compara-
ble to the galaxies’ global velocity gradients, indicating that the
gas is supported primarily by dispersion or pressure, not rotation.
The intermediate-mass galaxy, m11c, shows clear signs of rotation
in its velocity field. Despite this, it is not morphologically disky:
feedback-driven turbulence and outflows disrupt the gas, prevent-
ing it from settling into a rotationally flattened disc. Finally, the
gas in m12i is both rotationally supported and morphologically
3 Note that the dispersion shown in Fig. 1 represents only the dispersion
in the relative velocities of different gas particles. The velocity dispersion
inferred from observed line widths would include an additional component
due to thermal broadening within each gas particle; i.e. σ 2obs = σ 2 + c2s ,
where cs ∼ (5–10) km s−1 for typical ISM temperatures in our galaxies.
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Figure 2. Rotation and dispersion curves for gas in four galaxies spanning the range of masses and morphologies represented in our sample. For each galaxy,
we compare the theoretical circular velocity (vc =
√
GM(< r)/r; solid black line) to the mean H I gas rotation velocity (top) and H I velocity dispersion
(bottom). We compare quantities measured in cylindrical bins (red) to quantities measured along a slit (averaging over opposite sides of the slit; blue); see
Section 3.1 for details. In most of our low-mass galaxies, the gas rotation velocity is well below the circular velocity and vrot ∼ σ , indicating that the gas is
primarily supported by dispersion, not rotation. In the lowest mass galaxies, the mean gas sound speed cs is comparable to the circular velocity, indicating that
thermal pressure support is important. Galaxies become increasingly rotationally supported with increasing mass.
disky. This galaxy’s properties are similar to those of the Milky
Way (Wetzel et al. 2016).
3.1 Rotation curves
Galaxy rotation curves provide a straightforward kinematic di-
agnostic of whether or not a galaxy is rotationally supported.
For a centrifugally supported disc in a spherically symmetric po-
tential, gas at radius r should, by definition, rotate with speed
vrot(r) = vc(r) =
√
GM(< r)/r , where vc(r) denotes the circular
velocity and M(<r) the total mass enclosed within radius r. Gas
cannot rotate faster than vc(r) without moving to larger radii; gas
rotating slower than vc(r) is indicative of additional non-rotational
support.
To compute vrot(r), we first orient our coordinate system so that
the zˆ axis is parallel to the net angular momentum vector of H I in
the galaxy. We then compute the azimuthal velocity vφ = (xvy −
yvx)/
√
x2 + y2 for each gas particle and define vrot in a given
cylindrical bin to be the mean vφ of particles in that bin, weighting
by the particles’ H I mass. We also define σφ = (〈v2φ〉 − 〈vφ〉2)1/2 as
the 1D azimuthal velocity dispersion in a given bin.
Although these definitions are physically sensible for determining
whether a galaxy is rotationally supported, they are not directly
comparable to observable quantities. We therefore also compute a
‘mock-slit’ rotation and velocity dispersion curve for each galaxy,
in order to mimic the most readily available observational data.
To this end, we align a 5 kpc wide slit with the major axis of the
edge-on galaxy and compute the line-of-sight velocities of each gas
particle in the slit. We then calculate the mean line-of-sight velocity
and velocity dispersion in horizontal bins along the slit. Finally, we
mirror line-of-sight velocity and line-of-sight velocity dispersion
values across the middle of the slit, defining vrot,slit(r) and σ slit(r) as
the arithmetic mean of the (absolute) mean velocity and dispersion
measured on opposite sides of the slit at a projected distance r
from the centre. We emphasize that vrot,slit(r) simply quantifies the
mean line-of-sight velocity at a projected radius r; it should not be
compared to studies that fit a model to slit-based observations.
In Fig. 2, we plot the halo circular velocity vc(r), actual H I gas ro-
tation velocity vrot(r), H I gas dispersion profileσ (r) and the H I-mass
weighted mean of the isothermal sound speed, cs =
√
kT /μmp , for
the same four galaxies shown in Fig. 1. Since H I-mass weighted
quantities are only well defined where there is H I, we plot all quan-
tities out to rmax H I, which we define as the radius of the largest
annulus in which the H I surface density exceeds 0.1 M pc−2. This
is comparable to the radial extent of H I observations in resolved
studies of nearby galaxies (Walter et al. 2008). Note that rmax,H I is
larger than RH I as defined in Table 1. We present similar curves for
all the galaxies in our sample in Appendix.
Consistent with the 2D kinematic maps shown in the previous sec-
tion, the two lower mass galaxies in Fig. 2, m10q and m11a, exhibit
very little net rotation: they have vrot(r) 
 vc(r) and vrot(r) ∼ σ (r) at
all radii. In m10q, the sound speed cs is comparable to vc, especially
at small radii, indicating the importance of thermal pressure support.
cs remains at 10 km s−1 in the higher mass galaxies, but pressure
support becomes less important dynamically in higher mass galax-
ies’ deeper gravitational potentials. m11c is somewhat more rota-
tionally supported, with vrot comparable to vc in the central few kpc;
its rotation velocity and dispersion are similar to values measured in
the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC; Stanimirovic´, Staveley-Smith
& Jones 2004). The galaxy becomes increasingly dispersion sup-
ported at large radii. Inspecting its edge-on velocity field in Fig. 1,
it is clear that galaxy’s gas is rotating. However, it rotates at well
below the local circular velocity in the outer regions, indicating that
rotation is not the only source of dynamical support. Such a rotation
curve is expected if an initially small, rotating disc is significantly
expanded by feedback. In this case, material will maintain its initial
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angular momentum, so the velocity field will still exhibit coherent
rotation, but, by conservation of angular momentum, the rotation
velocity will be much lower than before the gas was blown outward.
Finally, m12i has vrot ≈ vc and vrot  σ at all radii, indicating that
the galaxy is rotationally supported and gas kinematics trace the
gravitational potential.
For all galaxies in Fig. 2, our broad conclusions regarding ro-
tation or dispersion support are unchanged irrespective of whether
we consider the three-dimensionally calculated, cylindrically aver-
aged velocities (solid red lines) or line-of-sight, slit-averaged ve-
locities (dashed blue lines). There are nevertheless some qualitative
differences between the cylindrically averaged and mock-slit ro-
tation and dispersion curves. In m12i, vrot,slit < vrot,cylindrical and
σ rot,slit > σ rot,cylindrical near the galactic centre; at large radii, the
cylindrical and slit-averaged quantities begin to converge.4 On the
other hand, in m11a and m11c, the slit-averaged mean line-of-sight
velocity vrot,slit is somewhat higher than vrot,cylindrical. Comparing
all our galaxies’ cylindrical and mock-slit rotation curves (see the
Appendix), we find that in disky, rotationally supported galaxies,
vrot,slit is always less than vrot,cylindrical in the central regions. In the
dispersion-supported galaxies, the two quantities are comparable in
most galaxies, but there are several highly disordered systems in
which vrot,slit > vrot,cylindrical.
We note that attempts to measure the dynamical mass profiles
of galaxies like m10q and m11a (and possibly even m11c) from
their rotation curves, as is commonly done with the H I rotation
curves of observed galaxies (e.g. Oh et al. 2015), would likely lead
to large systematic errors, because vrot is much lower than vc. Of
course, this ignores the correction to vrot(r) due to pressure sup-
port or ‘asymmetric drift’ that is commonly applied to the rotation
curves of observed galaxies in studies attempting to measure dy-
namical mass profiles (e.g. Tully et al. 1978; Meurer et al. 1996;
Adams et al. 2014). However, this correction is predicated on the
assumption that galaxies are to first order rotating discs, and that
non-circular motions represent a small perturbation (Dalcanton &
Stilp 2010; Kuzio de Naray & Kaufmann 2011; Oh et al. 2011).
It cannot be expected to yield reliable results in highly dispersion
supported galaxies, where the perturbation dominates over any net
rotation.
Particularly in the lowest mass systems, gas is significantly sup-
ported through both non-circular bulk gas motions and thermal
pressure. We find that in many of the galaxies at Mstar  108 M,
the mean speed of H I gas particles at a given radius,
〈√
v2gas
〉
, is
less than the local circular velocity vc(r) by as much as a factor of
2. This suggests that thermal pressure and pressure gradients play
an important role in the support of these systems against gravity,
and thus that gas kinematics do not directly trace the gravitational
potential. Dynamical mass estimates derived from gas kinematics
in these galaxies will consequently be unreliable if pressure support
and asymmetric bulk motions are not incorporated in the dynamical
model.
Several works using other simulations (e.g. Valenzuela
et al. 2007; Read et al. 2016; Pineda et al. 2017; Verbeke et al. 2017)
4 This can be understood geometrically: each annulus in the disc intersects
a sightline through the disc at a different angle and thus has a different
projected line-of-sight velocity, even if all annuli have approximately the
same vφ . Sightlines passing near the galactic centre are contaminated by
annuli at large radii, which are nearly perpendicular to the line of sight.
These sightlines thus have a higher line-of-sight velocity dispersion and
lower mean line-of-sight velocity than sightlines at larger projected radii.
have pointed out that vrot < vc is common in dwarf galaxies due
to pressure support, particularly near the galactic centre, and have
suggested that this may explain the apparent tension between the ap-
proximately linearly rising rotation curves observed in most dwarf
galaxies and the steeper circular velocity curves predicted by many
CDM simulations (e.g. Flores & Primack 1994; Moore 1994;
Oman et al. 2015). The low gas rotation velocities found in our
low-mass galaxies support this possibility. That said, the morpholo-
gies and velocity fields of many of our low-mass galaxies are likely
sufficiently irregular that they would not pass the selection cuts for
observational mass-modelling studies; these tend to explicitly select
disky galaxies, for which it is easier to construct dynamical models.
From the four rotation curves shown in Fig. 2, it appears that
galaxies become more rotationally supported with increasing Mstar.
We investigate this scaling explicitly in Fig. 3, where we quantify
the rotation versus dispersion support of all the galaxies in our
sample. In the first and second panels, we plot H I gas Vrot/σ for the
cylindrically averaged and mock-slit rotation curves, respectively.
We define Vrot here as the maximum of the rotation curve vrot(r)
and σ as the median of the dispersion profile σ (r). In the third
panel, we plot the ratio of the maximum cylindrically averaged
rotation velocity to the maximum circular velocity in the radial
range where we measure the rotation curve;5 this will be ∼1 for
a rotationally supported system and 
1 for a system supported
entirely by dispersion. In the bottom panel, we plot the ratio of the
isothermal sound speed to the circular velocity, cs/vc, measured
at the stellar half-mass radius. This quantifies the importance of
thermal pressure support.
Both Vrot/σ and Vrot/vc increase with stellar mass. Most of the
galaxies in our sample with Mstar  108 M show only mild ro-
tational support; they have Vrot ∼ σ and rotate at well below the
circular velocity of their host halo. At higher masses, an increas-
ing fraction of our galaxies rotate at near the halo circular veloc-
ity, with lower relative velocity dispersions. In particular, all five
galaxies with Mstar > 1010 M have Vrot/vc ∼ 1 and Vrot/σ > 5.
Galaxies with intermediate masses show a range of rotation curves:
m11b, m11h and m11e show significant rotational support, m11a
and m11q are dispersion supported at all radii, and m11d and
m11i are intermediate cases (see the rotation curves of individual
galaxies in the Appendix). This mass scaling is in good agreement
with observational studies (Simons et al. 2015), which find that
rotation-supported discs are ubiquitous in star-forming galaxies at
Mstar  109.5 M, while kinematically and morphologically irreg-
ular systems become increasingly prevalent at lower masses.
Finally, the bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows that the ratio of the sound
speed to the circular velocity decreases rapidly with increasing Mstar:
thermal pressure support is important for the lowest mass galaxies in
our sample (Mstar  108 M) but becomes subdominant at higher
masses.
3.2 Kinematic disc/spheroid decomposition
To quantify the fraction of stars and gas in our galaxies on rota-
tionally supported orbits, we next analyse the distribution of orbital
5 We measure the gas rotation curve out to the radius where the H I surface
density drops below 0.1 M pc−2; this is typically 0.1R200 m. In low-
mass haloes, the maximum circular velocity over this radial range is usually
somewhat less than the global maximum of vc(r).
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Figure 3. Top: H I gas Vrot/σ versus Mstar, for all the galaxies in our sample.
We define Vrot as the maximum of the gas rotation curve in the region with
H I (red lines in the top panels of Fig. 2) and σ as the median of the
velocity dispersion profile (red lines in the bottom panels of Fig. 2). Panel
2: same as top, but for line-of-sight velocities measured in a mock slit
rather than vφ measured in cylindrical bins. Panel 3: ratio of the maximum
(cylindrical) gas rotation velocity to the maximum halo circular velocity
vc =
√
GM(< r)/r over the radial range probed by H I. Bottom: ratio of the
mean isothermal sound speed of H I gas, cs =
√
kT /μmp , to the circular
velocity, with both quantities measured at the stellar half-mass radius. By
all three metrics shown (Vrot/σ , Vrot/vc and cs/vc), galaxies become more
rotationally supported at higher Mstar.
circularity, defined below, for both stars and gas. We first calculate
each galaxy’s net specific angular momentum vector:
jnet =
Jnet
M
=
∑
i mivi × r i∑
i mi
, (1)
where the sum is over all star or H I gas particles, depending on
the component of interest. For each star or gas particle (indexed i),
we compute jz,i, the component of that particle’s specific angular
momentum vector parallel to the galaxy’s net angular momentum:
jz,i = j i · jnet∣∣ jnet∣∣ . (2)
Note that jnet represents the net angular specific momentum of all
stars or H I gas in the galaxy, while j i = vi × r i is the specific
angular momentum vector of a single star or gas particle.
Following Abadi et al. (2003), we then define the orbital ‘circu-
larity’ of each particle as
i = jz,i
jc(Ei)
, (3)
where jc(Ei) is the specific angular momentum of a circular or-
bit with the same specific energy Ei as the true orbit. Because a
circular orbit has maximal angular momentum for a given energy,
the circularity parameter  ranges between −1 and 1, with  = 1
corresponding to prograde circular orbits in the galaxy’s plane of
rotation,  = 0 to radial or randomly distributed isotropic orbits
and  = −1 to circular retrograde orbits.  is commonly used in
kinematic bulge/disc decomposition of simulated galaxies6 (e.g.
Martig et al. 2012; Aumer et al. 2013; Kannan et al. 2015; Obreja
et al. 2016; Zavala et al. 2016; Sokołowska et al. 2017), where a
disordered bulge-like component can be recognized by a symmetric
distribution of  values centred on 0, and a distribution of  skewed
towards  = 1 signifies a disc. Thin and thick stellar discs typically
have  ∼ 0.8 and  ∼ 0.5, respectively (Abadi et al. 2003; Okamoto
et al. 2010; Knebe et al. 2013); most stars in the Milky Way thin
disc have  > 0.7 (Nordstro¨m et al. 2004; Governato et al. 2007).
To compute jc(Ei), we first calculate the true specific orbital en-
ergy Ei of each particle:
Ei = φ (ri) + 12v
2
i ; φ (r) = −G
∫ ∞
r
M
(
< r ′
)
r ′2
dr ′, (4)
where φ(r) is the spherically averaged gravitational potential. The
specific energy of a particle on a circular orbit at radius rc is
E(rc) = GM (< rc)2rc + φ (rc) , (5)
with corresponding specific angular momentum
jc = rcvc =
√
GM(< rc)rc. (6)
Thus, to calculate jc(Ei), we set equation (5) equal to Ei for each
particle, numerically solve for rc,i, and then substitute the result into
equation (6).
In Fig. 4, we plot orbital circularity distributions, P(), of H I gas
and stars for all the galaxies in our sample. Galaxies are ordered
by increasing Mstar. For both gas and stars, we include all parti-
cles within rmax, H I, the radius where H I falls below 0.1 M pc−2.
Each gas particle is weighted by its neutral H I mass; the adopted
normalization is arbitrary.
Our sample exhibits significant diversity in stellar and gas cir-
cularity distributions. For both gas and stars, average circularity
increases with galaxy mass. Most of the galaxies with Mstar <
108 M (all galaxies up to m11b in Fig. 4) have broad PH I()
distributions, with a significant fraction of gas on isotropic and
6 Note that some authors define  in terms of a circular orbit with the same
radius (rather than energy) as a particular orbit. This yields qualitatively
similar results to our definition, but with the differences that this  is not a
constant of motion and is in principle unbounded (rather than being restricted
to −1 ≤  ≤ 1).
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Figure 4. Mass-weighted probability distributions (linear y-scale, arbitrary
normalization) of the orbital circularity parameter  ≡ jz/jc(E) of stars
(solid black line) and H I gas (red dashed line) for all the galaxies in our
sample. The number in parenthesis below each simulation name indicates
log(Mstar/M).  = 1 corresponds to circular orbits in the plane perpendic-
ular to the galaxy’s net angular momentum vector,  = 0 to radial or isotropic
orbits and  = −1 to counter-rotating circular orbits (see Section 3.2). In
low-mass galaxies, both stars and gas have broad circularity distributions
with a significant disordered component ( ∼ 0). At higher masses, galaxies
form gas discs with skewed P() distributions peaking at  → 1. Stars have
more disordered kinematics than gas at all masses; even galaxies with thin
gas discs exhibit a significant disordered stellar (bulge) component.
counter-rotating orbits (i.e.   0). In contrast, all five of our most
massive galaxies (m11f, m11g, m12i, m12f and m12m) exhibit
unambiguous gas discs, with 〈〉 ∼ 0.9 and essentially no gas on
orbits with   0.6. Intermediate-mass galaxies display a variety
of gas circularity distributions, ranging from the almost completely
isotropic distribution in m11a to the dynamically cold, rotationally
supported disc in m11b.
3.2.1 Reduced rotational support in stars
Across all galaxies, stars have more symmetric circularity distri-
butions than gas and lower average circularity, indicating that their
kinematics are more disordered and less rotationally supported. In-
deed, none of the galaxies with Mstar < 108 M show any evidence
of rotation in their stellar circularity distributions; they all have
〈〉 ∼ 0, consistent with completely isotropic orbits. Intriguingly,
some of the low-mass galaxies (e.g. m10m and m11i) clearly have
a significant rotating gas component, as evidenced by their skewed
PH I() distributions, but show no hint of ordered rotation whatso-
ever in their stellar kinematics.
There are two main reasons why stars have lower mean circularity
than gas. First, the orientation of a galaxy’s net angular momentum
vector can change over time as new gas is accreted. Because gas is
collisional, gas particles can realign their orbits with the galaxy’s net
Figure 5. Distribution of galactocentric radii, r, and circularity, , (equa-
tion 3) for gas and stars in m11i, an example galaxy with rotationally
supported gas but dispersion-supported stars. Along with H I gas and stars
at z = 0, we show ‘star-forming gas’ for all stacked simulation snapshots
since z = 3.7. Star-forming gas is identified as gas particles that will turn
into star particles by the next simulation snapshot. Stars form from gas that
has similar circularity to all gas at z = 0 but is concentrated near the galactic
centre. Stars migrate to larger radii and are dynamically heated over time,
so that by z = 0, they are much less rotationally supported than when they
formed.
angular momentum vector when this occurs, maintaining high cir-
cularity. In contrast, stars that formed prior to changes in a galaxy’s
net angular momentum orientation will end up with lower circular-
ity on average.
Secondly, stars form preferentially from low angular momentum
gas. We investigate this in Fig. 5, where we compare for m11i
the spatial distribution and circularity of star-forming gas to the
corresponding distributions for stars and all H I at z = 0. We iden-
tify star-forming gas particles in each simulation snapshot between
z = 3.7 and z = 0 as those which have turned into star particles by
the following snapshot;7 the distributions for star-forming gas are
thus not measured at z = 0, but are the aggregate of all gas particles
that turn into stars between z = 3.7 and z = 0, which comprise
more than 90 per cent of the stars in the galaxy at z = 0. We chose
the simulation m11i because it is one in which gas is significantly
rotationally supported but stars are not.
The left-hand panel of Fig. 5 compares the spatial distribution of
H I gas, stars and star-forming gas. Star-forming gas is significantly
more centrally concentrated than either H I or stars; i.e. stars form
preferentially near the galactic centre, where it is easier for gas to
accumulate at high densities. Since gas near the galactic centre has
low angular momentum (j ∼ v × r), stars born from this material
have, on average, lower angular momentum than most of the gas.
After they form, stars migrate to larger radii as they gain energy
from feedback-driven potential fluctuations (El-Badry et al. 2016),
but this process is approximately angular momentum conserving
(Pontzen & Governato 2012). Stars at z = 0 thus end up at large radii
with low angular momentum, supported primarily by dispersion, not
rotation.
In the right-hand panel of Fig. 5, we compare the orbital circular-
ity distribution of star-forming gas to the distributions for all H I and
stars at z = 0. We compute  for star-forming gas particles in each
snapshot relative to the galaxy’s net H I angular momentum vector
in that snapshot. Star-forming gas has a similar circularity distri-
bution to all H I, indicating that when stars form, they have similar
angular momentum at fixed radius to H I. However, the combination
of post-formation migration and gradual dynamical heating makes
7 Simulation snapshots have a maximum spacing of 27 Myr; our approach
allows us to tag gas particles ∼10 Myr before they turn into stars on average.
This means that for typical radial velocities of 10 km s−1, we measure gas
particles within 100 pc of the radius where they form stars.
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Figure 6. Stellar orbital circularity probability distributions (see Sec-
tion 3.2) for the seven galaxies in our sample with stellar discs at
z = 0. The number in parenthesis beside each simulation name indicates
log(Mstar/M). We divide stars into ‘earlier-forming’ and ‘later-forming’
subsamples based on whether they formed before or after half the stellar
mass in the galaxy at z = 0 was formed. In all galaxies, the old component
has lower circularity and less coherent rotation than the young component,
implying that the galaxies became more disky at late times.
stars lose their rotational support, so that at z = 0, they have broad,
symmetric circularity distributions.
We note that while Fig. 5 only shows the z = 0 circularity dis-
tribution for all H I, we have verified that star-forming gas in any
given snapshot is always more centrally concentrated than all H I in
the same snapshot; i.e. star-forming gas never fairly samples the H I
radial and angular momentum distribution.
3.2.2 Stellar rotational support as a function of age
Even the galaxies with unambiguous, thin gas discs in Fig. 4 have
a significant fraction of stars on isotropic bulge-like orbits. Indeed,
in the five most massive galaxies, the Pstar() distribution can be
visually decomposed into two components: a symmetric, disordered
component that peaks at  = 0, consisting mostly of stars in the
bulge, and a skewed, rotating component, consisting of dynamically
colder stars in the disc.
We investigate this explicitly in Fig. 6, where we decompose
the stellar circularity distributions for the galaxies that have stellar
discs into ‘earlier-forming’ and ‘later-forming’ samples based on
whether they formed before or after 50 per cent of the stellar mass
in the galaxy at z = 0 had formed. This definition is such that
the stellar mass in the two components is always equal. In these
galaxies, average circularity uniformly decreases with increasing
stellar age: the young component is significantly more disc-like
than the old component; in several galaxies, the latter is nearly
symmetric in  and shows negligible evidence of rotational support.
The increased rotational support for later-forming stars can be un-
derstood as the result of two processes. First, stars dynamically heat
up over time, even if they form in cold, rotationally supported orbits.
This occurs both due to global fluctuations in the potential caused
by mergers or galaxy-scale outflows (Teyssier et al. 2013; El-Badry
et al. 2016; Gonza´lez-Samaniego, Avila-Reese & Colı´n 2016), and
due to more gradual phase-mixing resulting from instabilities in the
disc and scattering off non-axisymmetric structures such as GMCs
and spiral arms (Martinez-Medina et al. 2015). Unlike gas, which
can efficiently dissipate its turbulent energy through collisions, stars
cannot cool once they are dynamically heated.
Secondly, our simulated galaxies build up their discs primary
at late times (Ma et al. 2017); before z = 1–2, they are puffy,
gas-rich, dispersion-supported systems, dynamically similar to the
intermediate-mass galaxies in our sample at z = 0. These systems’
gravitational potentials grow deeper at later times, until stellar feed-
back can no longer drive global outflows and galaxies become dy-
namically more stable (Muratov et al. 2015).8 Both observational
(Kassin et al. 2012) and theoretical (Aumer et al. 2013; Kassin
et al. 2014; Ceverino et al. 2017; Faucher-Giguere 2017; Hay-
ward & Hopkins 2017; Ma et al. 2017; Peschken, Athanassoula &
Rodionov 2017) works have found that the discs of most MW-
mass galaxies are built up between z = 1 and z = 0.
4 G A L A X Y S H A P E S
We have thus far used strictly kinematic metrics to classify the
diskiness and rotational support of our galaxies. We now turn to
classifying their shapes. We expect morphological and kinematic
indicators of diskiness to be closely related, since rotation flattens
both collisional and collisionless components of galaxies (Fall &
Efstathiou 1980; Binney & Tremaine 2008). However, shape and
kinematics are not one-to-one, both because triaxial systems can be
flattened without rotation, and because rotation will not necessarily
flatten galaxies (see, for example, the H I moment maps of m11c in
the third column of Fig. 1).
We quantify galaxy shape using the H I moment of inertia tensor,
defined as
Iij =
∫
V
ρH I(x)
(
δij r
2 − xixj
)
d3x (7)
Here, i, j ∈ (x, y, z) denote the standard Cartesian coordinates,
r2 = x2 + y2 + z2, ρH I is the H I mass density, and the integral is over
all material in a volume V , which we take to be a sphere of radius
RH I (see Table 1) centred on the H I centre of mass. Diagonalizing
Iij yields three coordinate-independent eigenvalues E1 ≤ E2 ≤ E3.
We translate these into the axis ratios of an ellipsoid following
the prescription of Gonza´lez-Garcı´a & van Albada (2005): for a
homogeneous ellipsoid with axis lengths 2a, 2b and 2c, the ratio of
the shortest axis to the longest is
c
a
=
√
E1 + E2 − E3
E3 + E2 − E1 . (8)
Finally, we define the ‘flattening’ ε,
ε = 1 − c
a
. (9)
An infinitely thin disc will have c/a = 0 and ε = 1, while a uni-
form sphere will have c/a = 1 and ε = 0. The galaxies’ spatial
H I distributions are of course not uniform ellipsoids, so ε can be
interpreted as the flattening of a uniform ellipsoid with the same
principle moments of inertia as the galaxy’s true H I distribution
(see also Obreja et al. 2016).
8 Note that this picture applies for L  L galaxies; more massive systems
can likely form stable discs at earlier times (Simons et al. 2016; Feldmann
et al. 2017; Genzel et al. 2017).
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Figure 7. Flattening, ε, of galaxies’ H I gas (equation 9), versus Mstar. Points
for each galaxy are coloured by the median of their H I circularity parameter
(equation 3), which quantifies kinematic rotational support. Flattening is
defined purely in terms of the shape of the gas distribution (Section 4),
with no dependence on kinematics. At higher masses, galaxies become both
flatter and more rotationally supported. Most galaxies at Mstar  108 M
are not significantly flattened; this is due in part to the increased contribution
of thermal pressure support in these systems.
In Fig. 7, we show the H I flattening of all the galaxies in our
sample as a function of Mstar. As with the kinematic metrics pre-
sented in the previous sections, galaxies become flatter on aver-
age with increasing Mstar; in particular, all of the massive galax-
ies (Mstar > 1010 M) are strongly flattened. However, there is
significant scatter in the relation, likely because feedback-driven
outflows can change galaxy shapes significantly on short time-
scales, especially at low masses.9 The trend of decreasing flat-
ness at lower masses is qualitatively consistent with observational
studies of low-mass galaxies, which find that both the H I (Roy-
chowdhury et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2017) and stellar (Yoachim &
Dalcanton 2006; Sa´nchez-Janssen, Me´ndez-Abreu & Aguerri 2010;
Roychowdhury et al. 2013; Wheeler et al. 2017) components of
galaxies become increasingly puffy at low masses.
We also indicate in Fig. 7 the mass-weighted median H I orbital
circularity; i.e. the 50th percentile of the red histograms in Fig. 4.
This quantity is close to 1 for a rotationally supported system and
close to 0 for a dispersion-supported system. Circularity is some-
what correlated with flattening – i.e. circularity increases along the
y-axis of Fig. 7 on average – but with significant scatter: some ro-
tating systems are not flattened, and some flattened systems are not
rotating. This is not surprising: if an initially flat, rotating disc is
puffed up vertically by stellar feedback, it should retain its rotation
as long as angular momentum is conserved, but it will no longer
be flat. Conversely, if a flattened system is expanded radially by
feedback but remains somewhat flattened, it will rotate more slowly
by angular momentum conservation.
5 A N G U L A R M O M E N T U M PRO F I L E S
We now examine the radial distribution of angular momentum in our
simulated haloes. Angular momentum is in some sense a more fun-
damental quantity than the kinematic and morphological parameters
9 For the low-mass dispersion-supported galaxies in our sample, we find
that  can fluctuate by ±0.2 between snapshots as galaxies go through
starburst/outflow cycles. However, the trend in Fig. 7 is robust.
Figure 8. Cumulative specific angular momentum profiles for dark mat-
ter (black) and baryons (stars + gas; red dashed) for all haloes in our
sample. The number in parenthesis below each simulation name indicates
log(Mstar/M). We plot all quantities out to R200m; the main galaxy is
within 0.1R200m. Galaxies with discs (e.g. m11b) have comparable 〈jbar〉
within the central galaxy to the outer halo; most galaxies that lack discs (e.g.
m11q) have higher 〈jbar〉 in their halo gas than in the central galaxy. Within
R200m, most low-mass galaxies have 〈jbar〉 < 〈jDM〉; the opposite is true for
most high-mass galaxies.
studied in the previous sections, since it is to first order conserved
as galaxies go through starburst/outflow cycles that change their
kinematics and morphology.
In Fig. 8, we plot the cumulative specific angular momentum
profiles of dark matter and baryons (stars + gas, including ionized
gas) for all the haloes in our sample. We plot these profiles out to
R200 m (approximately the ‘edge’ of the halo); the central galaxy is
at the left edge of each panel, within r 0.1R200 m. This allows us to
survey the full angular momentum content of each halo, including
gas that was ejected from the central galaxy and gas that could
be (re)-accreted at later times. The cumulative profiles 〈j (< r)〉 =∣∣ jnet(< r)∣∣ are computed using equation (1) separately for each
species, summing over all particles enclosed in a sphere of radius r.
First, we note that in nearly all the galaxies in our sam-
ple, 〈jbar(<r)〉 increases between the edge of the central galaxy
(∼0.1R200 m) and R200 m. That is, the average specific angular mo-
mentum of ionized gas in the halo (the ‘circumgalactic medium’;
CGM) is higher – sometimes by as much as an order or magnitude –
than that of the cold gas and stars in the central galaxy. This increase
is, however, mass dependent, with low-mass haloes having a larger
fraction of their baryon angular momentum in the CGM. This is
likely part of the reason our low-mass galaxies do not form discs: in
many cases (e.g. m10j), the gas within R200 m has enough angular
momentum that the galaxy would be rotating if the high specific an-
gular momentum gas in the CGM could cool into the central galaxy.
But the high angular momentum gas remains in the halo, and so the
gas that does end up in the central galaxy has insufficient angular
momentum to be rotationally supported.
Other studies have similarly found high specific angu-
lar momentum gas in the CGM. In the Illustris simulation,
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DeFelippis et al. (2017) recently found that gas loses a significant
fraction of its angular momentum between first being accreted into
a halo and cooling into the central galaxy. Brook et al. (2012) and
¨Ubler et al. (2014) found that, because gas in the CGM has higher
specific angular momentum than gas in the galaxy, gas that falls
back on to galaxies following a galactic fountain often has higher
specific angular momentum than when it was ejected.
In all the galaxies that do form discs, (m11b, m11h, m11f,
m11g, m12i, m12f and m12m), the baryons in the central
galaxy have about the same 〈j〉 as all the baryons within R200 m
(to within a factor of 2). This suggests that an important require-
ment for successful disc formation is that high angular momentum
gas in the halo is able to reach the central galaxy. Even in galax-
ies with large angular momentum reservoirs in their haloes, (e.g.
m11q), halo gas is primarily supported by pressure, not rotation.
It is likely a combination of heating by feedback from the central
galaxy and the UV background that keeps this gas in the halo.
Another striking conclusion that can be drawn from Fig. 8 is that
there is a large variation within our sample in the ratio 〈jbar〉/〈jDM〉
within R200 m. Classical galaxy formation models (e.g. Fall &
Efstathiou 1980; Fall 1983; Mo et al. 1998; Romanowsky &
Fall 2012) generally work under the assumption that the specific
angular momentum of baryons in a galaxy is equal to that of the
host dark matter halo, so that the distribution of galaxy specific
angular momenta at z = 0 can be predicted to first order from the
spin distribution of dark matter haloes. While this is approximately
true for our sample on average, 〈jDM〉 and 〈jbar〉 are clearly not one-
to-one: this can be seen, for example, by comparing the cumulative
〈jbar〉 and 〈jDM〉 profiles of m10f and m11q.
In particular, the ratio 〈jbar〉/〈jDM〉 within R200 m is mass depen-
dent: most of the low-mass galaxies have 〈jbar〉 < 〈jDM〉, while most
of the galaxies with Mstar > 1010 M have 〈jbar〉 > 〈jDM〉. We show
this more explicitly in Fig. 9, where we plot the ratio of the average
specific angular momentum of the haloes’ baryonic components to
〈jDM〉. In all panels, 〈jDM〉 is the mean specific angular momentum
of all dark matter within R200 m.
In the top panel, we plot the ratio for all baryons within R200 m.
There is significant scatter across haloes at fixed Mstar, but the aver-
age 〈jbar〉/〈jDM〉 increases by almost an order of magnitude across the
mass range probed by our simulations. This indicates that baryons
in the low-mass haloes have systematically lost (or failed to gain)
angular momentum compared to their dark haloes.
In the bottom two panels of Fig. 9, we plot the ratio of the specific
angular momentum of all baryons, gas and stars within 0.1R200 m
(approximately corresponding to the extent of the central galaxy)
to 〈jDM〉 (still within R200 m). Because most of the galaxies have
increasing jbar(<r) profiles over r = (0.1–1)R200 m (Fig. 8), these
ratios are lower for most galaxies than the corresponding ratios for
all material within R200 m. However, they exhibit a similar positive
trend with Mstar, increasing by more than an order of magnitude on
average over the mass range probed by our sample. These ratios are
more strongly mass dependent than the ratio for all baryons in the
halo. This is because low-mass haloes generally have less of their
angular momentum in the central galaxy relative to the CGM (see
Fig. 8).
Across all masses, gas has higher specific angular momentum
than stars (and thus, than all baryons). This occurs both because
stars form primarily from high-density, low angular momentum gas
near the galactic centre (Fig. 5), and because a significant fraction
of stars form from gas accreted at early times, which has lower
specific angular momentum than gas accreted at late times. In the
MW-mass galaxies, stars do form from high angular momentum gas
Figure 9. Ratio of the z = 0 mean specific angular momentum of baryons,
gas and stars to 〈jDM〉, the mean specific angular momentum of dark matter.
In all panels, 〈jDM〉 is measured within R200 m. In the top panel, 〈jbar〉 is
measured within R200 m; in the middle and lower panels, 〈jbar〉, 〈jgas〉 and
〈jstar〉 are measured within 0.1R200 m. In the lowest mass galaxies, the baryons
have low specific angular momentum relative to the DM halo. The opposite
is true for the most massive galaxies, in which baryons often have higher
specific angular momentum than the DM halo. The trend of decreasing
specific angular momentum in baryons relative to the DM halo is robust for
both gas and stars and is particularly strong within 0.1R200 m.
in the outer disc at late times, but all the galaxies in our sample have
a substantial stellar bulge component with low angular momentum
(Fig. 4).
A number of other works have investigated the relationship
between 〈jbar〉 (or in some cases, 〈jgas〉) and 〈jDM〉, primarily for
∼MW-mass galaxies, with mixed results. Early hydrodynamic sim-
ulations without cooling (van den Bosch et al. 2002; Sharma &
Steinmetz 2005) found very similar specific angular momentum for
gas and DM. Using semi-analytic models based on observed galaxy
scaling relations, Dutton & van den Bosch (2012) found that for
disc galaxies that obey the Tully–Fisher relation (TFR), 〈jbar〉/〈jDM〉
should be ∼0.6 for MW-mass galaxies, decreasing slightly at lower
masses. In recent years, both large-volume and zoom-in simulations
with radiative cooling and feedback (Danovich et al. 2015; Genel
et al. 2015; Pedrosa & Tissera 2015; Teklu et al. 2015; Zavala
et al. 2016; Sokołowska et al. 2017; Zjupa & Springel 2017) have
found mean 〈jbar〉/〈jDM〉 values of 1–2 for late-type galaxies because
(a) gas is accreted along filaments and has a higher quadrupole mo-
ment than dark matter, and (b) feedback preferentially removes low
angular momentum gas. These works have also found significant
dispersion in 〈jbar〉/〈jDM〉 values at fixed mass, but not the mass
evolution seen in Fig. 9. However, previous works have all focused
primarily on ∼MW-mass galaxies, and large volume simulations
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Figure 10. Baryonic mass (top) and angular momentum (bottom) accretion
histories, measured at fixed physical radius r = 0.1R200 m, z = 0, for the
three lowest and highest mass galaxies in our simulation suite. Low-mass
galaxies stop efficiently accreting baryons by z ∼ 2. MW-mass galaxies
continue accreting fresh baryons until z = 0 and accrete their highest angular
momentum baryons after low-mass galaxies have already shut off accretion.
typically do not have the resolution to model low-mass galaxies
with high fidelity. Since the downturn in 〈jbar〉/〈jDM〉 seen in Fig. 9
is most significant at Mstar  108 M, it may be that it has gone
undetected because this mass range has not been studied in detail.
The decrease in 〈jbar〉/〈jDM〉 for low-mass galaxies is a natural
consequence of their baryonic accretion histories. It is well known
that on average, low-mass galaxies assemble at earlier times than
high-mass galaxies: while MW-mass haloes continue to efficiently
accrete baryons at late times (e.g. Wetzel & Nagai 2015), gas ac-
cretion becomes increasingly inefficient at late times in haloes with
M200 m  1011 M (Noh & McQuinn 2014). At the same time,
the average specific angular momentum of accreted gas is much
higher at late times than at early times (Brooks et al. 2011; ¨Ubler
et al. 2014). MW-mass haloes thus obtain much of their high an-
gular momentum gas at late times, when low-mass galaxies have
stopped accreting gas.
We show this explicitly in Fig. 10, where we plot the mass and
angular momentum accretion histories of baryons in the three lowest
and highest mass galaxies in our sample. Similar to Brook et al.
(2011), we identify recently accreted gas and star particles in a
given snapshot as those that have reached r < 0.1R200m, z = 0 for
the first time in that snapshot. The top panels of Fig. 10 show
the average accretion rate of baryons as a function of time, while
the bottom panels show 〈jz〉, the mean specific angular momentum
of recently accreted baryons projected on to the galaxy’s net gas
angular momentum vector. 〈jz〉 is plotted in units of the specific
angular momentum of the dark matter halo at z = 0.
Fig. 10 shows that, while our simulated low-mass galaxies ac-
crete very little baryonic mass at late times, the MW-mass galaxies
continue accreting efficiently until z = 0. Consistent with previous
studies, Fig. 10 also shows that the mean specific angular mo-
mentum of material accreted at late times in MW-mass galaxies is
significantly higher than that of material accreted at early times,
such that most of their z = 0 specific angular momentum is accreted
at late times. This implies that low-mass galaxies end up with low
baryon angular momentum at z = 0 because gas accretion and cool-
ing are inefficient in low-mass haloes at late times. This prevents
Figure 11. Cumulative mass profiles of dark matter (black) and baryons
(red dashed) for all the haloes in our sample, out to R200 m. The number in
parenthesis beside each simulation name indicates log(Mstar/M). In all
the simulations, but especially in the low-mass haloes, a large fraction of
the halo’s baryons reside in the ionized gas in the CGM; in many low-mass
systems, only ∼10 per cent of all the baryons in the halo are in the central
galaxy. Baryons become more centrally concentrated with increasing mass:
in most of the low-mass galaxies, baryons are less centrally concentrated
in the inner halo than dark matter; the opposite is true at higher masses. At
lower masses, galaxies that have discs (e.g. m11b) also have more centrally
concentrated baryons (i.e. more steeply rising Mbar(<r) curves).
high angular momentum gas from cooling from the IGM into the
CGM and from the CGM into the central galaxy at low redshifts.
Inefficient cooling in low-mass haloes can also explain why the
trend in 〈jbar〉/〈jDM〉 with mass is weaker in the top panel of Fig. 9
than in the middle panels. As Fig. 8 shows, many haloes have higher
average jbar in the outer halo than in the central galaxy. In low-mass
haloes, this material cannot cool into the central galaxy at late times;
it therefore increases 〈jbar〉(<R200 m), but not 〈jbar〉(<0.1R200 m).
The suppression of late-time accretion in low-mass haloes
is likely a consequence of both stellar feedback-driven out-
flows and photoheating from the UV background (e.g. Pawlik &
Schaye 2009). We do not attempt to disentangle the separate con-
tributions of different processes in this work; we simply note that
their combined effect is to make late-time accretion less efficient at
low masses on average.
6 RADI AL MASS DI STRI BU TI ONS
Given that many of the galaxies in our sample have gas haloes with
significantly higher specific angular momentum than their central
galaxies, we now investigate the spatial distribution of this gas in
more detail. In Fig. 11, we plot each of the haloes’ cumulative nor-
malized enclosed mass profiles, M(<r), for dark matter and baryons.
The edge of the central galaxy can be recognized as the radius where
Mbar(<r) begins to rise less steeply; typically r ∼ 0.1R200 m.
Consistent with recent observational results (Bordoloi et al. 2014;
Peeples et al. 2014; Stern et al. 2016; Werk et al. 2016), all the
galaxies in our sample have significant baryonic (gas) mass in the
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Figure 12. Left: median H I orbital circularity  (equation 3; a measure
of rotational support) versus the fraction of the total baryons in the halo
(within R200 m) that are in the central galaxy (within 0.1R200 m). Right:
circularity versus stellar mass. Points in each panel are coloured by the x-
axis of the other panel. Circularity is correlated with both stellar mass and
the fraction of the halo’s baryons that are in the central galaxy, so the precise
causal relationship between these three parameters is difficult to determine.
There is, however, one very rotationally supported low-mass galaxy (m11b)
that also has unusually high Mbar(<0.1R200 m)/Mbar(R200 m), suggesting that
rotational support is related to baryon concentration even at fixed mass.
CGM. In nearly all of the haloes hosting low-mass galaxies, the
CGM mass exceeds the mass of cold gas and stars in the galaxy by a
factor of several. In the low-mass galaxies, baryons are significantly
less centrally concentrated than dark matter: while the haloes’ DM
half-mass radius is typically∼0.3R200 m, the baryon half-mass radius
is ∼0.6R200 m. This occurs for two reasons. First, feedback is much
more efficient at lower masses and continues to eject gas from the
central galaxy into the halo at late times (Muratov et al. 2015, 2017;
Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017). Secondly, cooling in low-mass haloes
is inefficiently at late times (Noh & McQuinn 2014): even relatively
cool gas in the outer halo is pressure supported in the presence of
a photoionizing background and thus does not cool into the central
galaxy.
Consistent with this interpretation, we find that even at fixed
mass, the galaxies that do form discs have (on average) significantly
more centrally concentrated baryon distributions than those that do
not. For example, m11b, the only low-mass galaxy in our sample
with a clear disc, has a significantly more steeply rising cumulative
baryon profile than any of the other systems with similar mass
(m11a, m11q and m11c do not have discs). In the galaxies with
gas discs, baryons really are more centrally concentrated than dark
matter (as one would naively always expect, since gas can cool and
dark matter cannot).
Because both disc formation and baryon concentration are
strongly correlated with mass, it is non-trivial to disentangle the
causal relation between these quantities. We demonstrate this ex-
plicitly in Fig. 12. The left-hand panel shows the median H I
circularity (a measure of rotational support) as a function of
Mbar(<0.1R200 m)/Mbar(<R200 m), which quantifies how centrally
concentrated the halo’s baryons are. Median circularity is clearly
higher on average for haloes with more centrally concentrated
baryons. We colour points in the left-hand panel by the galaxy’s
stellar mass; higher mass galaxies have both higher circularity and
more centrally concentrated baryons on average.
We further investigate the relationship between stellar mass,
rotational support and central baryon concentration in the right-
hand panel of Fig. 12, where we plot the median H I circularity
versus stellar mass, colouring points by how centrally concen-
trated the halo’s baryons are. This panel shows that the correla-
tion between  and Mstar is nearly as strong as that between 
and Mbar(<0.1R200 m)/Mbar(<R200 m), making it difficult to deter-
mine conclusively whether rotational support is causally related to
the concentration of baryons or whether the correlation between
these quantities is simply a consequence of their joint correlation
with stellar mass. There is, however, one simulation in our sample
which can help break this degeneracy: the halo in m11b hosts a rela-
tively low-mass galaxy (Mstar ≈ 108M) and has an unusually high
baryon concentration (Mbar(<0.1R200 m)/Mbar(<R200 m) ≈ 0.6); this
is the lowest mass galaxy in our sample to form an unambiguous
gas disc. This system falls cleanly on the correlation between cir-
cularity and baryon concentration (left-hand panel) but is an outlier
on the correlation with Mstar (right-hand panel). Better statistics at
fixed Mstar are required to determine whether the apparent correla-
tion between rotational support and baryon concentration is robust
or m11b is an outlier.
We also caution that if there is a causal relationship between
how centrally concentrated a halo’s gas is and rotational support,
the precise interplay between disc formation and the distribution
of baryons in the halo is still somewhat unclear. On the one hand,
having more gas in the central galaxy may make it easier to form
a disc, since more energy is required to disrupt a large gas mass.10
On the other hand, star formation is less bursty in a disc, because
high angular momentum gas cannot accumulate in the galactic nu-
cleus and reach high densities (Torrey et al. 2017). Less bursty star
formation may in turn lead to less efficient outflows, meaning that
fewer baryons will be driven from the central galaxy into the CGM.
7 C OMPARI SON W I TH O BSERVATI ONS
We now compare our simulated galaxies to observations. We begin
with the scaling relation between specific angular momentum and
mass. In an effort to make a realistic comparison to observations,
we do not only calculate the galaxies’ ‘true’ stellar and gas angular
momenta by simply vector-summing the 3D angular momentum
vectors of all particles. Instead, we first measure the galaxy rota-
tion curve vrot(r), and then proceed under the assumption that the
component of interest (stars or H I) follows this rotation curve. The
observationally inferred specific angular momentum is then
〈j〉mock obs =
∫ ∞
0 vrot(r)(r)r2 dr∫ ∞
0 (r)r dr
, (10)
where (r) is the surface density of the component of interest
(stars or H I). Essentially all angular momentum studies of late-type
galaxies (van den Bosch et al. 2001; Romanowsky & Fall 2012;
Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014; Butler et al. 2017; Chowdhury
& Chengalur 2017) measure vrot(r) from gas kinematics and use
vrot, gas(r) (measured from H I) to calculate stellar angular momen-
tum. That is, they assume that stars and gas follow the same rotation
curve. This assumption is obviously problematic, but it is ubiquitous
in the literature for late-type galaxies largely due to the observa-
tional difficulty of measuring the stellar rotation curve. For our
mock observations, we begin by also assuming that stars follow
10 Of course, this is only true up to a point; eventually, if the gas mass
grows too high, the disc will become globally Toomre unstable. However,
for our low-mass galaxies, the typical Toomre parameter is Q ∼ 5, and
high-mass galaxies that do host stable discs can have regions where Q 
 1
(Orr et al. 2017), so this is unlikely to be the primary issue preventing disc
formation.
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Figure 13. Specific angular momentum, 〈j〉 = J/M of stars (panels 1 and 2), H I gas (panel 3), and all baryons (stars + gas; panel 4). In each panel, we compare
galaxies from the FIRE simulations to available observational data. In panel 1, we calculate 〈jstar〉 under the assumption that stars follow the same rotation
curve as H I, and we compare against observational studies that make the same assumption. In panel 2, we calculate 〈jstar〉 from the stellar rotation curve and
compare to data measured from stellar kinematics. In panels 3 and 4, we assume that all baryons follow the gas rotation curve (as do the plotted observational
studies). Observational data are taken from the THINGS (Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014) and LITTLE THINGS (Butler et al. 2017) H I surveys, as well as
from van den Bosch, Burkert & Swaters (2001), Chowdhury & Chengalur (2017), Romanowsky & Fall (2012) and Fall & Romanowsky (2013). The specific
angular momentum of the Small Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and SMC are calculated from their stellar rotation curves and surface brightness profiles (see van
der Marel & Kallivayalil 2014). Note that the observational studies shown here explicitly selected rotating, disky galaxies; Fig. 15 shows a comparison to a
morphologically blind sample.
the H I rotation curve. We then investigate how the specific angular
momentum values inferred in this way compare to the ‘true’ stellar
angular momentum.
For vrot, gas(r), we use the mean vφ of H I gas averaged in cylindri-
cal radius bins, not the mock-slit rotation curve (see Section 3.1).
Most of the observational studies against which we compare obtain
vrot(r) by fitting a model to the observed 2D velocity field; other the-
oretical works have found that this approach can usually recover the
true gas rotation curve with high fidelity, except in systems viewed
at very high or low inclinations (Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015;
Read et al. 2016; Pineda et al. 2017). One of the observational stud-
ies we compare to, Butler et al. (2017) fits analytic profiles to vrot(r)
and (r) rather than integrating numerically. We do not do this, for
consistency with the other studies, but we note that it could change
our results in systems with irregular gas distributions and rotation
curves.
In Fig. 13, we plot the specific angular momentum of stars
(panels 1 and 2), H I (panel 3), and all baryons (panel 4) for
all the galaxies in our sample. We compare the simulations to
observations from the SAMI galaxy. Only 〈jstar〉 and 〈jH I〉 are
computed directly from the simulations; following the observa-
tional literature, we calculate the total baryon mass as Mbar =
Mstar + 1.33MH I and the baryon specific angular momentum as
〈jbar〉 = (Mstar 〈jstar〉 + 1.33MH I 〈jH I〉)/Mbar, where the factor of
1.33 accounts for helium. We calculate 〈jstar〉 both under the as-
sumption that stars follow the H I rotation curve (panel 1), and
using the true stellar rotation curve (panel 2). The primary observa-
tional sample to which we compare the stellar kinematics-derived
jstar values is the sample of gas-poor S0s from Romanowsky & Fall
(2012). We supplement these with jstar calculations for the LMC
and SMC based on resolved proper motion studies. There are no
galaxies with high-quality observationally measured stellar rotation
curves with Mstar  108M.
The simulated galaxies approximately reproduce the observed
scalings for stars both when 〈jstar〉 is measured from the H I rotation
curve and when it is measured directly from stellar kinematics.
However, 〈jstar〉 for the simulated galaxies is systematically higher
when it is calculated from the H I rotation curve, particularly in the
low-mass galaxies. This is unsurprising, since we showed in Fig. 4
that stars rotate less than gas in all galaxies.
Both the observed and simulated galaxies exhibit an approximate
power-law scaling between j and M. Classical galaxy formation
models predict 〈j〉 ∝ Mα , with α ≈ 2/3 if galaxies approximately
inherit the angular momentum of their dark matter haloes and haloes
obtain their angular momentum from tidal torques (Peebles 1969;
Heavens & Peacock 1988; Romanowsky & Fall 2012). Comparing
the simulated galaxies to the observational data by eye, we approxi-
mately reproduce the observed power-law scaling, but the simulated
galaxies are offset to lower specific angular momentum by a factor
of 2–3, particular in 〈jH I〉.
However, in interpreting Fig. 13, it is important to note that the
observational data plotted is not an unbiased, morphologically blind
sample of the galaxy population: with the exception of the data from
Romanowsky & Fall (2012) in the second panel, all the studies rep-
resented in Fig. 13 specifically selected systems with well-behaved
velocity fields and disky morphologies which could be well fitted
by a simple tilted-ring model.11 There are no published observa-
tional angular momentum measurements of late-type galaxies with
significantly disordered morphologies or kinematics (though such
galaxies are quite common; Roychowdhury et al. 2010; Simons
et al. 2015), because there is no straightforward way to measure
11 In particular, Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014) studied 16 spiral galaxies
from the 23 THINGS galaxies for which data were available from Leroy
et al. (2008), rejecting 7 that were too irregular. Butler et al. (2017) rejected
approximately half of the LITTLE THINGS dwarf galaxies for which data
were available because they were too compact or irregular, or appeared to
have low inclinations (but note that the velocity field of a puffy, dispersion-
supported galaxy can be misinterpreted as a nearly face-on disc). van den
Bosch et al. (2001) selected 14 galaxies from the sample of 20 galaxies
modelled in van den Bosch & Swaters (2001), rejecting 6 galaxies whose
rotation curves were not well fitted by rotating disc models [and these
20 galaxies were themselves selected from a larger sample of 73 galaxies
observed by Swaters (1999) because they had high-quality rotation curves
without strong asymmetries]. All the galaxies studied by Chowdhury &
Chengalur (2017) have velocity fields well fitted by rotating discs.
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Figure 14. Ratio of galaxies’ stellar and H I specific angular momentum
inferred under the assumption that stars are in a thin disc and follow the same
rotation curve as H I gas (equation 10, with vrot(r) = vrot, H I(r)), to 〈j〉true,
the true angular momentum (equation 1). For H I, equation (1) recovers the
true angular momentum with high fidelity. In all galaxies, but particularly
at low masses, the stellar component is less rotationally supported than the
gas. Assuming vrot, stars = vrot, H I can therefore dramatically overestimate
the stellar angular momentum in our simulations. For galaxies with stellar
discs, equation (10) accurately recovers the specific angular momentum of
the disc within ∼20 per cent when the bulge is excluded.
the angular momentum observationally of systems with disordered
kinematics. It is therefore possible that the apparent offset towards
lower angular momentum for simulated galaxies in Fig. 13 is due
in large part to selection effects in the observed samples. We also
reiterate that the choice of how to measure galaxies’ angular mo-
mentum from observational data (e.g. fitting a model to the velocity
field, integrating the data numerically or fitting a function to the
rotation curve, etc.) can introduce factor of ∼2 differences in the
inferred 〈j〉. Given the observational and theoretical uncertainties
in measuring 〈jH I〉, we regard the agreement with observations in
Fig. 13 as quite satisfactory.
We now investigate explicitly the error introduced by approxi-
mating galaxies’ angular momentum from the H I rotation curve. In
Fig. 14, we plot for stars and H I the ratio of the angular momen-
tum calculated from equation (10) (under the assumption that all
material follows the H I rotation curve) to the true angular momen-
tum, which we calculate with equation (1). For every single galaxy
in our sample, using equation (10) and assuming vrot,stars = vrot,H I
overestimate the true stellar angular momentum. In the MW-mass
galaxies, the error is relatively modest (∼0.2 dex), but in several of
the lowest mass galaxies, the inferred stellar specific angular mo-
mentum is more than a factor of 10 too high. This is not surprising:
stars rotate less than gas in every galaxy (see Fig. 4). On the other
hand, equation (10) recovers the true specific angular momentum
of H I quite accurately, implying that the primary source of error in
〈jstar〉 is the mismatch between the stellar and H I rotation curves (as
opposed to coherently counter-rotating stars).
Some observational studies of angular momentum (e.g. Ro-
manowsky & Fall 2012; Fall & Romanowsky 2013; Obreschkow &
Glazebrook 2014) attempt to measure the specific angular momen-
tum of galaxies’ stellar discs alone, either by explicitly removing
the bulge or by studying bulgeless disc galaxies. In order to compare
to such studies, we also show in Fig. 14 the error in the inferred
stellar angular momentum when only star particles in the disc are in-
cluded in the 〈jstar〉 calculation. For the seven galaxies in our sample
with stellar discs (the same galaxies shown in Fig. 6), we separate
stars in the disc from those in the bulge and halo with the kine-
matic circularity-based decomposition used in Abadi et al. (2003)
and Grand et al. (2017).12 When only disc stars are included in
the specific angular momentum calculation, the error introduced by
assuming that stars follow the H I rotation curve is modest: the spe-
cific angular momentum of the stellar disc is overpredicted by only
∼20 per cent. This demonstrates that the primary source of error in
using equation (10) and measuring vrot from the H I rotation curve
is the presence of dispersion-supported bulge/halo components, not
asymmetric drift of stars in the disc. If galaxies are dominated by
rotationally supported discs, then assuming vrot star = vrot ,H I should
lead to only modest errors. However, this approach is likely to seri-
ously overestimate galaxies’ stellar angular momentum in galaxies
at lower masses with stars that are primarily supported by disper-
sion.
7.1 Tully–Fisher relation
We next compare the rotation velocities of our galaxies to the ob-
served scaling relation with galaxy mass. To test whether our galax-
ies have realistic rotation velocities and fall on a comparable rela-
tion to observed galaxies, we compare them to observational results
from the SAMI galaxy survey presented in Cortese et al. (2014).
This work measured gas kinematics within one effective radius for
193 nearby galaxies using integral-field spectroscopy. Unlike the
observational angular momentum studies discussed in the previous
section, Cortese et al. (2014) did not explicitly select disc galaxies;
their morphologically blind sample contains both dispersion and
rotationally supported systems with a range of morphologies.
We mock-observe our simulations to obtain measurements of
Vrot that can be compared directly to those measured by Cortese
et al. (2014). We begin by constructing gas velocity maps of the
simulated galaxies similar to those in Fig. 1. To mimic observa-
tions of galaxies with random orientations, we mock-observe each
galaxy along 100 random viewing angles distributed uniformly on
the unit sphere. For each viewing angle, we consider only pixels
with projected radii r ≤ reff, where reff is the SDSS-r band effective
radius. reff is calculated after assigning luminosities to star particles
by interpolating on a grid of stellar models from the Padova group
(Bressan et al. 2012). reff is often slightly smaller than the 3D half-
mass radius, both because young stars are centrally concentrated
in most low-mass galaxies and because the 2D projected half-mass
radius is necessarily smaller than the equivalent 3D quantity.
Following Cortese et al. (2014), we define the velocity width W
as the difference between the 90th and 10th percentile points of the
histogram of pixel velocities within reff; i.e. W = V90–V10. We then
compute Vrot as
Vrot = W2 sin (i) , (11)
where i is the inclination for a particular viewing angle as defined
by the net angular momentum vector of H I gas. Note that while
Cortese et al. (2014) measure gas kinematics from ionized gas (see
Ho et al. 2014), we use H I. Observational works have generally
found gas rotation velocities inferred from ionized gas to be in
good agreement with H I measurements (Moiseev 2014), though
12 Note that observational studies typically use photometric bulge–disc de-
compositions that do not necessarily yield the same results as kinematic
decompositions (Aumer et al. 2013). We do not expect the choice of decom-
position to significantly affect our results, as the observations against which
we compare select galaxies with small bulge-to-disc ratios.
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Figure 15. Gas rotation velocity versus stellar mass. Vrot is measured from
gas kinematics within one effective radius using mock-IFU data cubes (see
the text in Section 7.1). Red points and error bars show the median and mid-
dle 68 per cent of Vrot, gas values measured over 100 randomly distributed
viewing angles. We compare to observations from the SAMI galaxy survey
(Cortese et al. 2014). Dashed line shows the binned median of the SAMI
galaxies. The SAMI sample, being morphologically blind, includes many
galaxies with low rotation velocities that are excluded from angular momen-
tum studies because they lack gas discs. The simulations broadly lie on the
observed relation, though they appear to slightly underpredict the number
of high-Vrot systems at Mstar = 108–10M.
dispersions measured from ionized gas are often higher than those
measured from H I (Andersen et al. 2006), especially in starburst
galaxies. We note that this definition of Vrot is sensitive not only to
rotation, but to any large-scale gas motions.
In Fig. 15, we compare our resulting calculations of Vrot to those
measured in the SAMI survey. For each galaxy, we plot the median
and middle 68 per cent scatter in Vrot values across 100 random
viewing angles. We emphasize that this Vrot–Mstar relation is not
equivalent to the standard TFR, which is generally presented as the
relationship between the asymptotic circular velocity and Mstar for
disc galaxies.
In Fig. 15 (both for the simulations and the observational data),
there is significant scatter, particularly at lower masses. Many ob-
servational works (e.g. McGaugh et al. 2000) report a TFR with
significantly less scatter than the data shown here; the data shown
here fall on a less tight correlation both because unlike many TFR
studies, Cortese et al. (2014) did not explicitly select disc galaxies
(see Bradford, Geha & van den Bosch 2016) and because Vrot is
only measured within one effective radius, where galaxies are often
less rotationally supported than at larger radii.
Over the mass range probed by observations, our galaxies’ Vrot
values are in good agreement with the observed sample. All of our
galaxies with Mstar > 1010 M, which are rotationally supported
and morphologically disky, have Vrot > 100 km s−1, and fall on a
tighter relationship than galaxies at lower masses. The increased
scatter in the simulated galaxies’ Vrot values at lower Mstar is consis-
tent with the observed sample. At Mstar = 108–10 M, the simulated
galaxies fall within the parameter space spanned by the observed
sample. However, their mean rotation values are slightly lower than
those of the observed galaxies, and we note that none of the sim-
ulated galaxies in this mass range have median Vrot values in the
upper ∼50 per cent of the observed Vrot distribution at fixed mass.
This may indicate that the simulations produce too few highly rota-
tionally supported systems at low mass. It could also stem from the
fact that even the rotationally supported galaxies in our suite tend to
be dispersion supported in their nuclear regions; see, for example,
the rotation curve of m11b in Fig. A12.
Cortese et al. (2014) also presented velocity dispersion data for
galaxies in the SAMI survey. Their measured dispersions are sys-
tematically higher than what we measure in our simulated galaxies,
particularly at Mstar  1010 M. We do not present a comparison
of the simulated galaxies’ dispersions because (a) these are likely
to be significantly higher for gas kinematics traced by ionized gas
than for H I, and (b) many of the high-mass SAMI galaxies host
AGN, which are likely to drive up the measured dispersions and are
not modelled in our simulations.
The comparable Vrot values for our simulated galaxies and the
observed sample suggest that our simulated galaxies have a realis-
tic amount of rotational support, except perhaps for a shortage of
fast-rotating systems at low masses. It is important to note, how-
ever, that the measures of Vrot in Fig. 15 are not equivalent to the
asymptotic Vflat or Vmax used in some TFR studies. Because most of
our galaxies have rising rotation curves, Vrot measured inside one
effective radius is almost always lower than the maximum rotation
velocity. We opted to compare to the observations from the SAMI
survey rather than other studies reaching larger radii because such
studies without exception impose morphological selection criteria;
i.e. they preferentially select disc galaxies. Because the primary goal
of many of these studies is to probe the galaxies’ mass distributions
and gravitational potentials, they also often attempt to explicitly cor-
rect measured rotation curves for pressure support and non-circular
motions, making it less straightforward to directly compare them
to simulations. The completion of more homogeneous, morpholog-
ically blind observational data sets that reach to larger radii (e.g.
Glazebrook 2013; Bundy et al. 2015) will make it easier to make
statistically fair comparisons between observed gas kinematics and
those in simulated galaxies.
7.2 H I size–mass relation
Rotation versus dispersion support in galaxies is closely related to
size. If galaxies are rotationally supported, those with higher specific
angular momentum will be larger (Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Mo
et al. 1998; Zasov & Zaitseva 2017). At fixed angular momentum,
galaxies that rotate more slowly will be larger; for example, if a
galaxy’s gas is puffed up by feedback processes, its rotation will
slow down. We therefore investigate the sizes of our galaxies’ gas
distributions. Following the observational literature, we quantify
galaxy sizes using DH I, the diameter of the H I disc. DH I is defined
as the diameter of the largest annulus within which the H I surface
density exceeds 1 M pc−2.
In Fig. 16, we compare measured DH I values for our simulated
galaxies to the observational data from Wang et al. (2016), who
compiled H I data for a diverse sample of more than 500 spiral
and irregular galaxies spanning more than five decades in H I mass.
Both the observed and simulated galaxies fall on a remarkably tight
power law at lower masses. Although our low-mass galaxies exhibit
a large diversity of morphologies and most do not form discs, they
fall neatly on the observed relation. The five most massive galaxies
(which all have thin gas discs) fall slightly below the observed
relation. The disagreement is not enormous – the simulated galaxies
are smaller than the observed galaxies by a factor of ∼1.5 on average
– but it does appear to be systematic. Intriguingly, we note that while
the isolated MW-mass galaxies in Fig. 16 appear systematically
smaller than the observed trend, galaxies at the same halo mass in
simulations of Local Group analogues are systematically larger and
more gas rich (Garrison-Kimmel et al., in preparation). We defer
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Figure 16. H I size–mass relation for all the galaxies in our sample at z = 0.
DH I is the diameter of the largest annulus with H I surface density exceed-
ing 1 M pc−2. Points are colour-coded by the median orbital circularity
(equation 3), a measure of rotational support. We compare to the obser-
vational sample presented in Wang et al. (2016). The simulated low-mass
galaxies fall on a tight power law consistent with observations, irrespective
of whether or not they rotate. The most massive galaxies (MH I  109.5M)
are slightly smaller (by a factor of 1.5 on average) than the observed relation.
a careful investigation of these galaxies’ sizes to other work. We
further emphasize that DH I, which traces only cool atomic gas, is
not one-to-one with size metrics based on all gas.
We colour points in Fig. 16 by their H I orbital circularity (equa-
tion 3), in order to determine whether there are systematic offsets
between the sizes of galaxies supported primarily by dispersion and
those exhibiting significant rotation. Size does not appear to be sig-
nificantly correlated with rotational support at fixed mass. Galaxies
with low specific angular momentum are supported primarily by
turbulent pressure from feedback, while those with high specific
angular momentum are supported primarily by rotation, but both
types of galaxies reach approximately the same size. This is per-
haps somewhat surprising, in the sense that the low-mass galaxies
have a range of specific angular momenta, and one might expect
those with higher specific angular momentum to be larger. This
suggests that, at least in the mass range where most of the galaxies
do not form discs, angular momentum is not a primary determinant
of H I disc size.
8 D ISC U SSION
8.1 Low baryon angular momentum in dwarfs
One of the main results of this work is that the ratio of baryon
to dark matter specific angular momentum, 〈jgas〉/〈jDM〉, decreases
systematically with decreasing galaxy mass. This is true both when
〈jbar〉 refers only to the specific angular momentum of gas or stars in
the galaxy, and when it includes all material within the virial radius,
though the scatter is lower when 〈jbar〉 is measured only within the
central galaxy (Fig. 9). The physical origin of this decrease can
be better understood by contrasting low-mass galaxies’ formation
histories with those of higher mass galaxies.
A number of studies (Governato et al. 2010; Teklu et al. 2015;
Sokolowska et al. 2017; Stewart et al. 2017; Zjupa & Springel 2017)
have found that the specific angular momentum of gas – both inside
the central galaxy and in the halo – is usually higher than that of
the dark matter halo at z = 0. Exactly why this occurs remains
somewhat contested, but there is broad agreement in the literature
that it is related to feedback-driven galactic winds, which increase
the average angular momentum of the baryons retained in galaxies
(Brook et al. 2011, 2012; ¨Ubler et al. 2014; DeFelippis et al. 2017).
This occurs because of both reasons: feedback preferentially re-
moves low angular momentum gas and feedback-driven outflows
gain angular momentum from the high angular momentum CGM
before being re-accreted.
Especially in higher mass galaxies, feedback is most efficient at
driving outflows at early times, when the galactic potential well
is shallower. This is also when the specific angular momentum
of accreted material is lowest: gas that is accreted at late times
has been subject to more tidal torques from large-scale structure
(Ryden 1988; Quinn & Binney 1992) and has higher specific angular
momentum (by as much as an order of magnitude) than gas accreted
earlier (Brook et al. 2011; Pichon et al. 2011; Stewart et al. 2013;
¨Ubler et al. 2014; Stewart et al. 2017). Discs thus typically form
after z ∼ 1, when feedback becomes inefficient at driving galactic
winds and galaxies begin to accrete large quantities of high angular
momentum gas.
This picture breaks down for several reasons in the lowest mass
galaxies in our sample (Mstar  108 M). First, the gravitational
potentials of these galaxies are sufficiently shallow that feedback
continues to efficiently drive galactic winds into the halo at late
times (Muratov et al. 2015, 2017; Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017). As
a result, both low and high angular momentum gas (accreted at
early and late times, respectively) are efficiently evacuated from the
central galaxy into the halo; feedback less preferentially selects low
angular momentum gas for removal.
Secondly, and likely more importantly, gas accretion is stymied at
late times in low-mass haloes (Bullock, Kravtsov & Weinberg 2000;
Hoeft et al. 2006; Faucher-Gigue`re, Keresˇ & Ma 2011; Noh & Mc-
Quinn 2014). In the lowest mass haloes (M200 m ∼ 1010 M), the
virial temperature is a few ×104 K, comparable to the tempera-
ture of the photoionized IGM (Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2009). For
these haloes, gas accretion becomes very inefficient after z ∼ 5, be-
cause the gravitational potential can barely retain gas that is heated
by the UV background and is not self-shielding. This is true even in
the absence of stellar feedback; feedback only makes matters worse,
because (a) gas that is driven into the halo by galactic winds and
would be recycled at higher halo masses cannot cool back into the
galaxy, and (b) feedback-driven outflows entrain halo gas (which
has relatively high specific angular momentum) and push it out of
the halo (Muratov et al. 2015). Most of the gas that ends up in
low-mass haloes at z = 0 was thus accreted at early times and has
low specific angular momentum.
Even in intermediate-mass haloes (M200 m = 1010–11 M), which
have virial temperatures well above the temperature of the IGM, gas
accretion is significantly less efficient at late times than in MW-mass
galaxies. For example, Noh & McQuinn (2014) found that on aver-
age, haloes with M200 m ∼ 1011 M are unable to accrete unshocked
intergalactic gas by z = 0, with the transition occurring at earlier
times in lower mass haloes. Since high angular momentum gas is
preferentially available for accretion at late times, it is unsurprising
that low-mass galaxies, which accrete less efficiently at late times,
will end up with lower 〈jgas〉.
Inefficient cooling and accretion can thus likely also explain the
large reservoirs of high angular momentum gas in the CGM of many
of our galaxies (Fig. 8). Many of the low- and intermediate-mass
galaxies in our sample (e.g. m11q) have significantly higher aver-
age 〈jgas〉 in their CGM and outer halo than in the central galaxy;
if this gas could cool efficiently, these galaxies would likely be
significantly more rotationally supported. The median cooling time
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of CGM gas in these haloes is only a few Gyr, so much of the
gas would likely cool into the galaxy in the absence of external
energy sources (e.g. Fielding et al. 2017). However, heating from
the UV background and star formation, likely in combination with
feedback-driven outflows, prevent CGM gas from reaching the cen-
tral galaxy. This also explains why the gas in our low-mass galaxies
is significantly less centrally concentrated on average than in the
MW-mass galaxies (Fig. 11).
Zjupa & Springel (2017) studied the relative specific angular
momentum of gas and dark matter in a large number of galax-
ies in the Illustris simulation. They did not detect a decrease in
〈jgas〉/〈jDM〉 at low masses comparable to what we find in Fig. 9,
or any significant mass scaling in 〈jgas〉/〈jDM〉. While this seems
somewhat inconsistent with our results, we emphasize that the de-
crease in 〈jgas〉/〈jDM〉 seen in Fig. 9 does not become significant
until Mstar  108M. In large-volume simulations like Illustris,
this mass scale is only marginally resolved, corresponding to fewer
than 100 star particles per galaxy. In addition, because Illustris
does not resolve a high-density cold ISM, its star formation is
less concentrated and episodic than that seen in simulations em-
ploying a high-density threshold for star formation (see Pontzen
& Governato 2014 for further discussion). Finally, the decrease in
〈jgas〉/〈jDM〉 at low masses is stronger when 〈jgas〉 is measured within
the central galaxy (r < 0.1R200 m); Zjupa & Springel (2017) included
all material with the halo. This may explain why these authors did
not find the decrease in 〈jgas〉/〈jDM〉 at lower masses found here.
8.2 Absence of disc formation in very low mass galaxies
As can be seen from our galaxies’ H I moment maps, none of the
galaxies with Mstar  108 M form thin discs, and most of them
(with the exception of m10z at Mstar = 107.6 M) do not exhibit
any significant rotational flattening (see Fig. 1 and the Appendix).
A number of studies (Read, Pontzen & Viel 2006; Kaufmann,
Wheeler & Bullock 2007b; Dalcanton & Stilp 2010) have provided
theoretical arguments for why disc formation should fail in very
low mass galaxies. Even absent coherent galactic winds, thermal
and turbulent pressure support (from e.g. supernovae, cosmic rays
or the photoionizing background) in the warm (T ∼ 104 K) ISM
keep gas velocities at a significant fraction of the local circular ve-
locity in very low mass haloes (see Fig. 3), so that gas pressure
support is always dynamically non-negligible compared to angular
momentum support. For galaxies in M200 m ∼ 1010 M haloes, the
equilibrium size of a gas distribution supported by thermal pressure
is comparable to the expected size of the angular momentum sup-
ported disc if the galaxy inherits the specific angular momentum of
its host halo (Kaufmann et al. 2007b).
Additionally, most of our lowest mass galaxies have sufficiently
high gas fractions that the Toomre mass (MToomre ∼ f 2gasMgas),
which sets the scale of the largest gas clumps in a disc, is com-
parable to the entire baryonic mass of the galaxy (see Hopkins,
Quataert & Murray 2012). Very low mass galaxies are thus suscep-
tible to becoming dominated by a small number of massive clumps,
even if they are initially disky (Faucher-Giguere 2017). The inclu-
sion of energetic feedback from star formation further inhibits disc
formation and survival. In our lowest mass galaxies, the energy in-
put from just 10 supernovae is sufficient to coherently accelerate
all the gas in the galaxy to v ∼ 10 km s−1. Due to the very bursty
mode of star formation in this mass regime, supernovae are gener-
ally highly spatially and temporally clustered, enhancing the effect
of their feedback.
There are thus several reasons to expect that the lowest mass
galaxies in our suite should not form gas discs, irrespective of their
angular momentum content. And indeed, we find in idealized ex-
periments that galaxies simulated with the FIRE feedback model
cannot maintain discs in haloes with vmax  (40–50) km s−1; even
galaxies initialized with thin rotation-supported discs are rapidly
puffed up and destroyed within a few 100 Myr. In slightly more
massive haloes, discs can survive if they are initialized with suf-
ficient angular momentum; the paucity of discs in cosmologically
simulated haloes with M200 m = 1010–11M is thus likely exacer-
bated by the diminished gas angular momentum content of these
haloes.
A number of other simulations of low-mass galaxies have found
a comparable lack of rotational support. For example, Verbeke et al.
(2017) recently studied the gas kinematics of a sample of 10 low-
mass galaxies from the ‘Moria’ simulations. Their main conclusion
was that dynamical mass profiles inferred from modelling gas kine-
matics tend to systematically underestimate the total mass, because
gas is significantly pressure-supported and thus does not cleanly
trace the gravitational potential. This is consistent with our re-
sults (see Fig. 2). Equally interesting, Verbeke et al. (2017) were
only able to construct kinematic models for 10 of the ∼30 galax-
ies in their suite – the remaining ∼20 galaxies had such irregular
morphologies and kinematics that it was impossible to construct
a kinematic model. Similarly, Obreja et al. (2016) studied disky
galaxies selected from the suite of 100 ‘NIHAO’ zoom-in simula-
tions (Wang et al. 2015) spanning M200 m = 109.7–12.3 M; only 18
of the 100 galaxies had stellar discs, and all the disky galaxies had
M200 m > 1011 M.
These theoretical results are consistent with observational studies
that have found galaxies’ gas discs to become thicker and more
dispersion supported at lower masses (Roychowdhury et al. 2013;
Simons et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2017). A quantitative comparison
of the degree of rotational support found in our simulated galaxies
with observed systems is difficult to carry out due to our limited
sample size and selection effects in observed samples.
That being said, there are observed galaxies at the lowest mass
scales probed by our simulations that appear to be more rotation-
ally supported than any of the galaxies in our sample at the same
Mstar. The most comprehensive survey of resolved H I kinematics
in low-mass galaxies is LITTLE THINGS (Hunter et al. 2012).
LITTLE THINGS obtained gas kinematics of nine galaxies13 at the
mass scale where none of the galaxies in our sample form discs
(Mstar = (106–2 × 107)M); six of these were found to have max-
imum rotation velocities Vrot ≥ 30 km s−1 (Oh et al. 2015; Iorio
et al. 2017). In our simulations, all 10 galaxies at this mass scale
have Vrot = (10–20) km s−1. This may indicate that the simulations
do not capture all the relevant physics for forming highly rotation-
ally supported galaxies at these mass scales.
However, the rotation velocities for LITTLE THINGS galaxies
are derived by fitting a model to galaxies’ velocity maps, which will
not necessarily yield identical results to directly measuring vrot(r)
from the simulations. A detailed comparison with such observa-
tions requires that the same modelling procedure be applied to the
simulated galaxies. In addition, the LITTLE THINGS galaxies are
a highly rotating subset of the observed galaxy population; they are
selected for dynamical modelling studies precisely because they
are rotationally supported. We therefore caution that comparisons
13 UGC 8508, DDO 53, DDO 154, F564-V3, DDO 126, DDO 216, WLM,
and Haro 29.
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of simulations to observational studies of stellar and gas kinemat-
ics should compare to morphologically blind observational samples
whenever possible.
9 SU M M A RY
We have investigated the gas rotation curves, morphologies and de-
tailed kinematics of isolated galaxies in a suite of 24 baryonic cos-
mological zoom-in simulations run with the FIRE-2 model (Hop-
kins et al. 2017) for star formation and stellar feedback. We explored
how rotation versus dispersion support in galaxies is related to the
mass and angular momentum content of their CGM and quantified
how the ratio of galaxies’ specific angular momentum to that of
their dark matter haloes scales with stellar mass. Our main results
are as follows:
(i) The gas in galaxies becomes diskier and more rotationally
supported with increasing mass. Morphologically, none of our low-
est mass galaxies (Mstar  108M) form classical gas discs (Fig. 1).
In many of these galaxies, the gas is primarily supported by dis-
persion (Fig. 3). Some systems do show kinematic rotational sup-
port, but they rotate at well below the halo circular velocity, and
none are flattened by rotation (Fig. 7). Intermediate-mass galaxies
(Mstar = 108–10M) exhibit a range of kinematics and morpholo-
gies, from thin, rotationally supported discs to dispersion-supported
spheroids with negligible velocity gradients. All of the highest
mass galaxies (Mstar = 1010–11M) form rotationally supported gas
discs.
(ii) Gas is more rotationally supported than stars, especially in
low-mass galaxies. None of our lowest mass galaxies (Mstar 
108 M) – even those with significant gas rotation – show any
rotation in their stellar component (Fig. 4). This occurs because,
at least in the FIRE simulations, stars in low-mass galaxies form
almost exclusively from high-density gas in the galactic centre (see
Fig. 5; El-Badry et al. 2016), which necessarily has low angular mo-
mentum. The stellar component does rotate in higher mass galaxies,
but even systems with thin gas discs have significant non-rotating
bulge components consisting of primarily older stars (Fig. 6).
(iii) In low-mass haloes, baryons have lower specific angular
momentum than dark matter. For galaxies with Mstar > 1010 M,
we recover the result from previous studies that on average,
〈jgas〉> 〈jDM〉 of the host halo. However, the opposite is true at lower
masses: most galaxies with Mstar < 108 M have 〈jgas〉 < 〈jDM〉,
sometimes by more than an order of magnitude (Fig. 9). The re-
duced angular momentum of baryons in low-mass haloes is a result
of the fact that low-mass haloes accrete gas less efficiently at late
times, when the mean specific angular momentum of accreted gas
is highest (Fig. 10).
(iv) The CGM has high specific angular momentum. Almost all
the haloes in our suite have higher mean specific angular momentum
in their diffuse, ionized CGM than in the cool gas and stars in the
central galaxy (Fig. 8). In many dispersion-supported galaxies, the
specific angular momentum of the CGM exceeds that of the central
galaxy by more than a factor of 5; if this gas could efficiently
cool, these systems would likely be significantly more rotationally
supported.
(v) Haloes with a smaller fraction of their baryons in the CGM
have more rotationally supported gas in their central galaxies. Low-
mass haloes have significantly less centrally concentrated baryon
distributions than high-mass galaxies (Fig. 11) due to their strong
outflows and inefficient cooling, which prevent high angular mo-
mentum gas from being accreted on to the galaxy at late times
(Fig. 10). We find that haloes with more centrally concentrated
baryon distributions [i.e. higher Mbar(<0.1R200 m)/Mbar(<R200 m)]
have more rotationally supported gas, even at fixed halo mass
(Fig. 12). Additional work is required to clarify the precise causal
relation between mass, baryon concentration and rotational support.
(vi) Comparison with observations. We approximately recover
the observed scaling relations between galaxy mass and angular
momentum (Fig. 13), rotation velocity (Fig. 15) and size (Fig. 16)
when we measure these quantities similarly to how they are mea-
sured in observational works. At Mstar > 1010 M, our galaxies’ H I
discs are systematically smaller than the observed H I mass–size re-
lation by a factor of ∼1.5. We appear to produce fewer high angular
momentum, low-mass galaxies than are represented in observa-
tional studies. However, the extent of this disagreement is difficult
to quantify due to our small sample size and selection effects in ob-
servational studies, which are often biased towards rotating systems.
A larger suite of simulations and a morphologically blind sample of
observed galaxy kinematics is required to determine conclusively
whether the tentative disagreement we find here is statistically sig-
nificant.
We caution that the standard practice of using the gas rotation
curve to measure stellar angular momentum may significantly over-
estimate angular momentum (Fig. 14), particularly at low stellar
masses. In our simulated galaxies, stars are without exception less
rotationally supported than gas (Fig. 4).
In future work, we will investigate in more detail the redshift
evolution of these galaxies’ specific angular momentum in order to
elucidate what determines whether or not galaxies with intermediate
masses form discs.
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A P P E N D I X : DATA F O R IN D I V I D UA L
G A L A X I E S
In this Appendix, we present mock H I moment maps, rotation
curves and orbital circularity histograms for all the galaxies in
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Gas on FIRE 1951
Figure A1. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10e (Mstar = 106.3 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A2. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10q (Mstar = 106.3 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle: H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
our sample. For each galaxy, we show the following: Top: Mock
H I velocity moment maps. These are produced at a fixed spa-
tial resolution of 0.1 kpc for an ‘edge-on’ viewing angle; i.e., the
galaxy’s H I net angular momentum vector is aligned with the verti-
cal axis. Only pixels in which the total H I column density exceeds
NH I = 5 × 1019 cm−2 are shown, comparable to the sensitivity of
VLA surveys of nearby galaxies. Left: Projected neutral hydrogen
column density. Middle: Mean line-of-sight velocity of H I gas in
each pixel. Right: Line-of-sight velocity dispersion of H I gas in
each pixel. Note that this does not include thermal broadening.
Bottom: Kinematic diagnostics of rotation versus dispersion. Left:
Orbital circularity distributions for stars and H I gas. Circularity is a
measure of rotational support: a coherently rotating disc will have
a highly skewed P() distribution with  → 1, while a disordered
system without net rotation will have a symmetric P() distribu-
tion with  ∼ 0 (see Section 3.2). Middle: Rotation curves. Black
line shows the halo circular velocity, vc(r) =
√
GM(< r)/r . Red
Figure A3. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10g (Mstar = 106.7 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A4. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10h (Mstar = 106.8 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
line shows the mean azimuthal velocity vφ of H I gas in cylindri-
cal bins. Blue line shows the mean line-of-sight velocity in a slit
aligned with the major axis when the galaxy is viewed edge-on.
We plot out to the major radius where the mean H I surface den-
sity falls below H I = 0.1 M pc−2 ≈ 1019 cm−2, comparable to
observational studies.
Right: Velocity dispersion curves. Black line shows the halo
circular velocity, vc(r) =
√
GM(< r)/r , for comparison. Red line
shows the azimuthal velocity dispersion σφ of H I gas in cylindrical
bins. Blue line shows the line-of-sight velocity dispersion in a slit
aligned with the major axis when the galaxy is viewed edge-on.
Note that this does not include thermal broadening.
Index of figures: m10e: A1, m10q: A2, m10g: A3, m10h: A4,
m10j: A5, m10k: A6, m10y: A7, m10f: A8, m10l: A9,
m10m: A10, m10z: A11, m11b: A12, m11a: A13, m11q: A14,
m11c: A15, m11i: A16, m11e: A17, m11h: A18, m11d: A19,
m11f: A20, m11g: A21, m12i: A22, m12f: A23, m12m: A24.
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Figure A5. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10j (Mstar = 106.9 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A6. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10k (Mstar = 107.0 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A7. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10y (Mstar = 107.0 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A8. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10f (Mstar = 107.0 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A9. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10l (Mstar = 107.1 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A10. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10m (Mstar = 107.1 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
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Figure A11. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m10z (Mstar = 107.6 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A12. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m11b (Mstar = 108.0 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See Appendix A for details.
Figure A13. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m11a (Mstar = 108.1 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A14. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m11q (Mstar = 108.6 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A15. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m11c (Mstar = 109.0 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A16. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m11i (Mstar = 109.0 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
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Figure A17. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m11e (Mstar = 109.1 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A18. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m11h (Mstar = 109.6 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A19. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m11d (Mstar = 109.6 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A20. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m11f (Mstar = 1010.4 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A21. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m11g (Mstar = 1010.7 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A22. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m12i (Mstar = 1010.8 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
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Figure A23. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m12f (Mstar = 1010.9 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
Figure A24. Top: H I column density (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle)
and velocity dispersion (right) for m12m (Mstar = 1011.1 M). Bottom: Left
– orbital circularity distribution (equation 3). Middle – H I rotation curves,
compared to the halo circular velocity, vc =
√
GM(< r)/r . Right – H I
velocity dispersion. See the Appendix for details.
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